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Preface

Field Manual 3-50 provides US
Army units with doctrine, tactics,
techniques, and procedures to use
smoke and obscurants to attack and
defeat specific el!~~y targets, sensors, target acqUlsihon systems,
weapon guidance systems, and
other enemy electro-optical devices.
Also, it describes techniques to
reduce friendly degradahon in
smoke.
The scope of this manual is smoke
operations at the operational and
tactical levels of war. The target
audience is maneuver unit commanders and staff officers, particularly the G2jS2, G3jS3,lSG,
and chemical officer at corps level
and below. Most of the examples
depict smoke support for brigadelevel operations.
The focus is on synchronized
smokeplanning - smokeintegrated
into the commander's tacticar plan,
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sustained as necessary' to defeat the
enemy's"electro-optisal systems and
create a one-way mmor - one
which our forces can both see and
shoot through to set the terms of
battle.
Smoke is a double-edged sword.
Smoke conceals troop movements,
slows attacking forces, disrupts command and con1rol, and reduces the
vulnerability of critical assets for
both friendly and Threat forces.
Combat operations in World War II
and the Korean War demonstrated
that the proper use of smoke enhances miSSlOn success and force survivability. In recent times, US forces
have reinforced the positive benefits
of large-area smoke use at the combat training centers at Fort Irwin,
California;rort Chaffee, Arkansas;
and Hohenfels, Federal Republic of
Germany.
In battle, the side that employs

smoke correctly and is experienced
in limited visibility operahons will
be more agile and respond faster to
changing situations.
Users of this publication are encouraged to recommend additions,
changes, or comments to this
manual. Key your comments to the
pag~s, par.agraphs, and line(s) of
reXt m whicl1 you recommend the
changes. Provide reasons for each
comment to ensure understanding
and complete evaluation. Prepare
your comments on DA Form 2028
(Recommended Changes to Publications and Blank Forms) and forward them directly to Commandant,
US Army Chemical School, A TIN:
ATZN-CM-NF, Fort McClellan,
AL 36205-5020.
Unless this publication states
otherwise, masculine nouns and
pronouns do not refer exclusively to
men.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Common sense tells us what can
be seen can be hit and killed on the
battlefield. The US Army uses
smoke and obscurants to attack
Threat reconnaissance, surveillance,

and target acquisition (RSTA)efforts. It also uses smoke to protect
the force and to support tactical
deception operations. By combining
obscuration with maneuver you can

Historical
Armies have used smoke to confuse and deceive their enemies
throughout history. We can find indications of smoke operations from
as early as 2000 B.c. when the burning of aamj) straw was a common
way to smOKeenemy positions.
The War Department proposed
the use of smoke to President Lincoln during the War Between the
States. The idea was not taken
seriously at the time and smoke was
used sparingly. Documentation of
the period reflected in the Cavalry
Journal historical archives suggests
that" ...a little smoke, judiciously
laid down, could have changed the
entire course of history. Haa the
South used smoke, Feaeral forces
may not have been able to stop
Pickett's charge at Gettysburg even
though the Federal force was greatly superior "
The use of large-area smoke increased drastically during World
War II. The British used smoke to
effectively screen harbors, factories,
and large cities in the United
Kingdom from the Luftwaffe's
relentless bombing. In 1943, US forces used smoke to protect the supply facilities and invasion fleet at
Bizerte Harbor in North Africa
from attacking German aircraft.
The smoke blanket placed over this
area by smoke generator units
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protect your force and deny the
Threat the ability to acquire and
engage it.

Perspective

resulted in over 3,000 bombs falling
harmlessly in and around the area.
The use of smoke and other manmade obscurants can give a commander an edge if applied properly.
Natural obscurants can also be used
to friendly advantage. The actions
of Combat Command A (CCA), 4th
Armored Division, during the Lorraine Campaign, in September 1944,
demonstrated the use of fog as a
combat multiplier.
On 13 September 1944, CCA
forced a crossing of the Moselle
River north of tfie heavily defended
city of Nancy. On 14 September,

CCA was ordered to bypass
Chateau-Salins and exploit'tne weakness to the south. By 1900 hours,

CCA began to draw into a
perimeter defense around the town
of Arracourt. This allowed the Germans to strengthen their position
around Chateau-Salins and assemble forces for a major counterattack against the XII Corps right
flank. The Fifth Panzer Army
moved north, striking at CCA's exposed position around Arracourt.
The ensuing battle was one of the
largest armored engagements fought
on the Western Front.
On the morning of 19 September,
a heavy fog concealed the German
movement, giving them tactical
surprise and protection from Allied

aircraft. Elements of the 133rd Panzer Brigade penetrated CCA's
defenses. Two tank destroyer
platoons and a medium tank company enj@ged the 133rd Panzer
Brigade.-The fog worked to the

defender's (Allied forces) advantage, as the limited visibilitY
negated the superior range of the
German tank gt!ns. As the fighting
surged back and forth through the
fog, CCA's tanks and tank
destroyers used their mobility to outmaneuver and ambush the larger
Panzers.
From 20 to 25 September, the
Fifth Panzer Army directed the
lllth Panzer Brigade and the 11th
Panzer Division mto a series of attacks against the Arracourt position. Each assault followed the
pattern set on 19 September. The
Panzers attacked under the cover of
morning fog, only to be thwarted by
CCA's mobtle defense and driven
off by armored counterattacks of
company or battalion strength.
The defensive actions fought
around Arracourt stalled tIle German offensive. The 4th Armored
Division claimed 281 German tanks
destroyed, 3,000 Germans killed,
and another 3,000 taken prisoner in
the fighting. For the German offensive, the ground fog represented a
double-ecfged swora. It provided
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it proved to be a significant combat
multiplier.

them concealment but ultimately
led to their demise. For US forces,

Description
Obscurants are man-made or
naturally occurring particles
suspended in the air that block or
weaken (attenuate) the transmission
of a particular part or parts of the
electromagnetic spectrum, such as
visible light, infrared (IR), or
microwaves. Fog, mist, dust, smoke,
and chaff are examples of
obscurants.
Smoke is an artificially, created
obscurant normally produced by

of Smoke

burning or vaporizing some
product. An example is the vaporization of fog oil to p'roduce smoke
from a mechanical smoke generator. We classify US and Threat
smoke and obscurants, both currently fielded and developmental, as
visual, bispectral, multispectral, or
special-purpose obscurants. Visual
6bscurants defeat the visible
through near IRportion of the
spectrum; bispectral obscurants

Uses of Smoke
We can render some electro-optical (EO) target acquisition and
sighting devices ineffective; others
we can degrade significantly; some
we cannot affect at all. As a result
of the development of IR and radar
devices during Wodd War II and
subsequent teChnological advances,
EO devices have supplemented conventional visual methods of target
acquisition and aiming weapons.
Precision-guided mumtions and
sophisticated sensors provide the ultimate in lethality on the battlefield:

How
Smoke aids in deceiving the

enemy, conceals maneuver, and increases your potential force-onforce ratio wnen your target
acquisition systems can see through
the smoke and the Threat's cannot
(see Chapter 2). For smoke to do
this, you must develop a plan to use
smoKe synchronized with your tacti-

cal plan.
Use the military decision model
from FM 101-5 as general guidance
for planning and executing smoke
operations. Commanders must
routinely give planning guidance to
the staff lliat answers fhe following
questions:
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and Obscurants

and Obscurants

What can be seen can be hit and

killed.
We use visual obscurants to defeat
the enemy's battlefield viewers, such
as binoculars, weapon sights, night
observation sights, and laser range
finders. We use bispectral
obscurants to defeat the enemy's
battlefield viewers and weapon
guidance systems such as command
fme-of-signt or terminal homing systems on antitank and air defense
missiles. When developed, we will
use multispectral obscurants to

and

.

Where

To Use

'What do I want smoke and
obscurants to accomplish?
(Degrade target acquisition? Conceal the movement of my main attack? Aid in deception?)
Where and for how longam I
willing to sustain this smoKe cloud?
(Over my own position? Between
my unit and the enemy? On the
enemy?)
How much restriction in my own
mobility can I accept? (Visibility 50
meters or less? More?)
How much restriction in my own
target acquisition and engagement
capabilities can I accept7 (If I deny
another's laser designators, I also

.

.

.

defeat the visible through far IR;
multispectral obscurants defeat the
visible through millimeter wave; and
special purpose obscurants defeat
specifically targeted portions of the
electroma..gnetic spectrum.
Appendix G describes the characterisfics of smokes and obscurants,
how they work, and what
obscurants are in the US inventory.

defeat the enemy's battlefield
viewers; weapon guidance systems;
radar systems; ana high-energy,
microwave-directed
energy weapons.
Table 1, on the next page, is a tactical decision aid for selecting the
type of smoke to defeat a particular
EO system. Detailed information
concerning the types of smokes and
obscurants and H1eir effects on EO
systems are in Appendixes G and
B, respectively.

Smoke
deny mine, but my thermal sights
are unaffected).
When might on-call hasty or
deliberate smoke benefit me?
(Where does my decision support
tree indicate I may be exposed and
need immediate smoke to obscure
the enemy,?)
.How w1l1 countersmoke help me?
(If the enemy uses smoke, wnere
and how should I retaliate with
smoke to interfere with their
synchronization?)

.
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Categories

of Smoke

There are two general categories
of smoke operatlOns: hasty and
deliberate.

Hasty Smoke
Operations
Hasty smoke operations are smoke
operations conducted with minimal
prior planning. They are normally
executed by the projected, onboard, and smoke generator units
(company- and smaller-size elements) on hand at the time of the
engagement. This does not mean
that nasty smoke operations are not
planned; rather, plan hasty operations as on-call smoke in your
deliberate smoke plan. Use hasty
smoke operations to support a combined arms force to counter an
enemy action or anticipated enemy
action of immediate concern to the
commander. Hasty smoke operations generally cover a small area
for a Short duration.

Deliberate
Smoke
Operations
Deliberate smoke operations are
conducted with detaiIed planning
and are executed by either on-hand
smoke assets or with those on hand
au~ented by corps and theater assets. Deliberate smoke operations
normally are synchronizea with
specific times, events, or locations
on the battlefield (for example,
when we are within 1,500 meters of
the objective, fire six battery volleys
of 50-percent high-explosive and 50percent smoke munitlOns onto the
objective to obscure enemy observa-

Table 1. Electro-optical

Spectral
Region

Visible
0.40-0.75 mm

Near IR
0.75-4.00 mm

Mid-IR
4-14 mm
Far-IR
14-100 mm
MM Wave and
Lower
Frequency
1.10 mm
X Ray
and Higher
Frequency
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systems defeated by smoke.

Electro-Optical

System

Type of Smoke

Viewers:
- Daylight Sights
- Naked Eye
- Camera Lens
- Binoculars/Standard Optics
- Battlefield TV
-CLOS Missiles (for example AT-3)
- Night Sights

All

Viewers:
- SACLOS Missiles (for
example, AT-4 and AT-5)
- Night Sights

All

Sensors:
- Laser Designators
- Laser Range finders

All

Viewers:
- Passive Thermal Sights

WP, PWP, RP,
Type III IR
Obscurant, Dust

Sensors:
- Thermal Imagers
-Terminal Homing Missiles (AT-6)

WP, PWP, RP,
Type III IR
Obscurant, Dust

Radar
Radio
Microwaves

WP and PWP (Instantaneous
Interruption Only),
Developmental

Directed EMP
Nuclear Weapons

tion). Deliberate smoke operations
normally include multiple preplanned smoke operations. They
cover large areas over long penods

Smoke
Each echelon of command plans
for smoke emplo~ent to support
both current and future operations.
Integrate smoke into the overall tactical plan, s~cl:roniz~d with key
evenfs or deClslOn pomts. Base
smoke planning on the same factors

Operations

nL..__. .---,1.VU::iI,;UfcIlU::i

Oil Smoke (Attenuation Only),
Developmental
Obscurants

to support the operations of
brigaaes, divisions, and corps.

Planning

as the tactical plan: mission, enemy
situation, terram, weather, troops
available, time, and distance. Mission considerations include unit
capabilit~es, detailed planning and
p!eparahon, employment. techmques, commumcahons, mtel-

ligence, and whether the unit has
successfully operated in smoke previously.
The G3jS3 has primary staff
responsibili~ for planning smoke
operations in coordination with the
fire support officer (FSG), G2jS2,
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G4jS4, smoke unit commander,
chemical staff officer, and staff
weather personneL When planning
smoke operations, the primary focus
must be to attack enemy EOsystems and degrade enemy combat effectiveness wIthout signIficantly
degrading friendly ~~1p1TIand,control, or target acqUlsltIon
capabilities.
Staff officers must constantly plan
to integrate smoke into the tacfical
plans for both current and future
operations. Planning ranges from
deliberate plans to provide smoke
support for future operations in a
48- to 72-hour window to hasty planning for current operations.
Staffs must develop, estimates that
define enemy capabIlities and our
own courses of action, analyze
smoke targets, and prioritize smoke
resources.lhey must finally recommend courses of action for the
commander's approvaL When the
commander approves the staff estimates, the staff prepares orders
that combine smOKe with combat
power. Appendix A shows a smoke
estimate format and a smoke annex
to plans and orders.

Situation and
Target Development
Targeting begins with the
commander' s ~idance and continues througn the development of a
prioritized list specifying what targets to attack and when to attack
these targets (DECIDE) and acquiring high-payoff targets (DETECT)
ana what wIll defeat these targets
(DELIVER). This process concludes with the commander's
decision on which course of action
he will select to engage the various
targets: maneuver, lire support, and
smoke unit support, or a combination thereof. There are two basic
processes in the targeting process:
situation development and target
development.
Situation development and target
development are the processes that
provide commanders {he intelligence and targeting data they
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need to plan and fight the close
and deep operation. Both processes, conducted simultaneously, incorp'orate intelligence preparation of
the battlefield (IPB) and the intelligence cycle functions. Situation
development enables commanders
to see and understand the battlefield in sufficient time and detail
to employ their forces and weapons
effectively. In situation development, the G2jS2 uses IPB to
produce a description of enemy
force disposition on the battlefield
in terms of location, size, type,
direction, rate of movement, and activity:. For smoke planners, situation
development provIdes information
about weather, terrain, enemy disposition, and composition in the
area of interest. FM 34-1 provides a
more detailed description of situation develop'ment procedures.
IPB proviaes a basis for accompfishing situation and target
development. IPB orients the mission pranning, collecting, processing,
and disseminating efforts of situation and target development. The
IPB process mcludes' Threat evaluation. This is a
detailed study of enemy forces and
their composItion, organization, tactical doctrine, weapons, equipment,
and supporting baItlefield functional
systems. For smoke planning, we
focus on enemy EO and smoke
capabilities as listed in Chapter 2
ana Appendix B.
Evaluation of areas of interest
and operation. This is a study of
enemy order of battle (OB) for a
specific area of the battlefield. For
smoke planning, we focus on numbers and probable locations of EO
systems.
Terrain analysis. This is an
analysis of the military aspects of
the terrain in a specific area. For
smoke planning, we focus on the terrain effects on smoke.
Weather analysis. This is an
analysis of the impact of weather on
both terrain and friendly and enemy
capabilities. For smoke .planning, we
focus on the weather effects on
smoke.

.

.

.

.

.

Threat integration. This is the
development of situation, event, and
decision support templates. For
smoke plannmg we input the
riority intelligence requirement
PIR) and extract actua1 findings
r.rom the decision support template.

Smoke Estimate
Preparation
When the G2jS2 performs the
IPB, the chemical officer, in coordination with the G3jS3, FSO, and
smoke unit commander, will
prepare the smoke estimate. This estimate will go to the G2jS2 and targeting officer for inclusion into the
fargef value analysis (TV A) for fire
support planning and to the G3jS3
ana chemical staff for smoke target
planning.
The memical staff officer prepares a smoke estimate to recommend courses of action for
attacking enemy targets with smoke
and obscurants. BesIdes supporting
the commander's estimate, the
smoke estimate assists the chemical
staff, FSO, and G3jS3 in determining the detailed plan for smoke
empl°Y.IDent. FM 101-5 contains
detailed guidance on the military
decision-making process and estimates.

Smoke Support Plan
Development
Simultaneous with preparing the
smoke estimate, the staff chemical
officer develops a draft smoke support plan. The procedures for
preparing a smoke support plan
areCoordinate with the commander
and staff prior to smoke support
planning. Obtain the restated misSIon.
- Obtain reguired fire and smoke
planning information such as task
organization, smoke delivery systems, objectives, axis of advance or
sector, and commander's intent.

.

-

Recommend smoke support coor-

dinating measures such as'key time,
place, and event and no smoke
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areas and target allocations (smoke
unit targets, artillery targets, and
mortar targets) based on available
information such as restrictive fire
line (RFL), coordinated fire line
(CFL), no fire line (NFL), munition
availability, and priority of fire.
Update status displays.

.

-

Plot locations of maneuver ele-

ments and objectives.
- Plot locations of agreed targets.
Develop a smoke support p1an.

.

-

Get target lists from the FSO.

Modify 1arget lists as necessary.
Use the smoKe target analysis procedures in Appendix A as guidance.
-

-

Develop a list of smoke delivery

assets.
-

Decide the type of support re-

quired (for example, smoke versus
EO system effectiveness).
-

Decide the time support is re-

quired.
- Decide the best delivery system
to engage.
-

Decide the best delivery unit to

engage (for example, smoke generator unit, direct support (DS), 155battery).
- Prepare and consolidate target
lists.
-

-

Ensure the plan is logistically sup-

portable and sustainabfe.
.Brief smoke support plan to obtam concurrence from the commander (or G3jS3 as required by

.

local policy).
-Brief requirements for fire support engagement with smoke.
-Modify the plan as agreed.
-Decide the support.
-Decide the time.
-Decide which smoke delivery
unit (s) will engage.
-Finalize the target list.
Coordinate the fire support plan
changes with the commander or
G3jS3 and the FSO.

.

-

Inform or brief them concerning

changes made in coordination.
-

Modify the plan as agreed.

. Coordmate The smoKe support

plan with adjacent units.
-

Inform or brief them concerning

the plan.
-

Modify the plan if required.

. Confirm

FSO.
Brief the smoke unit leader(s) on
the smoke annex to the OPORD.

.

Smoke

.

Inform or brief requirements for

fire support engagement with smoke.
-

r

coordination with the

commander or G3jS3 and with the

Assign smoke target numbers. Ap-

pendix A outlines tIle procedure for
numbering smoke tariiets.
Coordinate the smoke support
plan with the FSO.
-

e~ances rather than degrades misSlOn success.
Commanders must control smoke
in their area of operations. Use
decision points based on IPB and
human feedback to control when
you start and stop smoke. Smoke
unit leaders momtor the communications nets for the supported unit as
well as internal nets. This ensures
the commander has an immediate
response to start or stop smoke at a
particular p'oint or time.
Plan to minimize friendly force
degradation from our own use of
smoke. Rehearse those continj!;encies. An antitank position witIl clear
fields of fire may be valueless in
dense smoke unless the gunner or
section leader has rehearsed movement to previously prepared alternate positions (limited visibility
positlOns).
The .preceding paragraphs establishecf the "Why and "How" of
smoke support. The remainder of
Chapter answers the "When and
Where" and "What" and explains
with what delivery systems and
delivery units we make smoke. The
remainmg chapters outline Threat
(Chapter 2) and provide doctrine,
tactics, and techniques for smoke
employment in the offense (Chapter
3), aefense ChaPter 4), and other
operations Chapter 5). The
manual conc~ udes with smoke support sustainment planning considerations (Chapter 6).

- Modify the plan as agreed.

O~t~in t~rget numbers for targets

reqmrmg fire support asset engagement.

Operational
Smoke and obscurants themselves
are not lethal. However, when
synchronized throughout the depth
of the battlefield they enhance the
maneuver commander's ability to
maneuver. They concentrate combat
power against enemy vulnerabilities
at the wtical time and place. They
also reduce his own vumerability to
enemy intelligence and target acquisitlOn. Smoke and obscurants
provide the commander with

FM 3-50

Support
Execution

Plan

The extreme impact of smoke on
tactical operations mandates close
coordinaflon, control, and planning
for contingencies. Command supervision ancf staff supervision are essential to ensure the use of smoke

Concept

for

Smoke

anothermeansto meet the imperatives of the AirLand battle byDegrading theenemy's ability to
see.
Disrupting theenemy's ability to
commumcate.
Concealing friendly forces.
Deceiving the enemy.
Providing a means fo identify and

.
.
.

.
.
si~al.
. JDegrading or defeating directedenergy weapons.

and

Obscurants

.

. Enhancing friendly weapon systern effectiveness.
The Comp'rehensive Smoke Study
analyzed what happened when US
forces used smoke and the adversary used smoke, and the net effect
on combat effectiveness when both
sides used smoke and obscurants,
The lessons learned indicate Smoke favors the attacker. Our
force exchange ratio improves25to
80percent.

.
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.

Projected smoke is important to
success, but resource intensive.

Firing units require 400 percent
above normal15asic loads.
Large-area smoke is beneficial.
There is up to a 30-percent increase in our force exchange ratio.
Combined with artillery-delivered
WP smoke gives a 75-percent increase in our force exChange ratio.
You should avoid smoke on
friendly antitank guided missile
lines of sight.

.

.

Operational

Level

of War
Operational objectives within a
theater of war include the marshalling and sustaining of forces and
materiel to conduct successful campai~s. Commanders and staffs at
this level of war will plan and conduct smoke operations toDeceive the enemy as to friendly
force location, status, and movement.
Defeat enemy air and satellite
reconnaissance efforts.
Reduce the effectiveness of
enemy fire and air attacks.
Defeat enemy precision-guided
weapons.
Increase force survivability.

.
.
.
.
.

Tactical

Level

of

War

Obscurants can support the movement and positioning of forces on
the battlefield and the provision of
fire support. They can also conceal
the logistical support of forces
before, during, and after engagements with tne enemy. The o15Jec-

tive of smoke employment is to increase the effectiveness of US
operations while reducing the vulnerability of US forces.
Obscurant use supports battlefield
deception and. enhances friendly
comDat operahons byIncreasmg friendly force survivability by- Concealing friendly mass and
maneuver.

.

-

Degrading Threat weapon system

effechveness.
-

Attenuating enermr weapons.
Increasing-friendly-to-enemy

force ratio.
- Increasing Threat force vulnerability by - Decreasmg Threat rate of
advance.
-

Disrupting Threat command and

controL
-

Deceiving Threat intelligence col-

lection.
In the offense, the commanders
can achieve surprise and p'rotect
their force by combining obscurants
with maneuver and firepower.
Obscurants allow us to reduce our
vulnerability through concealment
as we mass forces fo attack.
Obscurants will conceal friendly
movements and screen breaching of
obstacles and river crossings. They
will also negate the stand-off
capabilities of enemy long-range antiarmor weapons and interfere with
enemy' guidance and acquisition systems. Smoke supports tactical obJectives by deceiving the enemy as to
the exact location, timing, and size
of the main attack. It also isolates
units for piecemeal destruction.

Operational
Smoke and obscurants disrupt the
enemy's ability to locate, acquire,
and defeat our forces across the
operational continuum. Use smoke
in peacetime, conflict, and war.
Peacetime
Use smoke ~n pea~etime in support of securitY assistance operations, show of force, and
10

In the defense, obscurants support
disruption of enemy activities and
enhancement of friendly op'erations
throughout the battlefield. Smoke
will isolate attacking echelons and
conceal friendly umt locations. It
will screen friendly maneuvers, support deception, and interfere w~th
enemy movement and commumcations. Obscurants help to p'reserve
forces essential to the mission.
Smoke supports tactical objectives
by selectively denying air and
ground routes and by forcing the
enemy into tightened tactical formations, which are easier targets.
In a nuclear environment, temporary massing of friendly forces
may create a particularly "lucrative
target. Dense smoke provides both
concealment and some measure of
protection against thermal radiation.

Commander and Staff
Considerations
Commanders must be prepared to
use smoke to their advantage
regardless of whether it is employed
by friendly or Threat forces. Commanders and staffs at all levelsConsider the use of smoke to enhance friendly scheme of maneuver.
.Avoid developing a predictable
pattern of smoke use.
Anticipate and plan to counter
enemy smoke and countersmoke
measures (see Chapter 2).
Train for limited visibility operations to minimize friendly force
degradation.

.
.

.
.

Continuum

peacekeeping operations. Smoke systems may be particularly useful in
segregating or isolating violent elements. ThiS creates a sense of isolation among tl~e people.. In
counternarcohcs operatlOns, use
smoke to restrict use of airfields
and to conceal the movement of
law enforcement personneL

Conflict
Use smokein conflictto support
all types of military operations.
Smoke is useful in insurgency / c.ounterinsurge~cy a\ld peacetime
contmgency operatlOns m support
of tachcal objectives. Smoke systems may be particularly useful in
concealing imtial insertlOn of forces.
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This

would provide surprise and

War

security for our forces.

Use smoke in war to support all
operational and tactical operations.
Smoke is useful from the onset of

Spectrum
The Army reco~izes that under
low-intensity conflict (LIe) conditions indirect, rather than direct, applications of military power are the
most appropriate and cost-effective
ways to acn1eve national goals. If
US involvement requires military action, force protection and identification of Threat RSTA means are
critical. In LIC, use projected,
generated, and self-defense smoke
to Support counterinsurgency operations. Smoke use can protect tne
force in all phases of counterinsurgency operations. In addition, when
1dentified we use smoke to attack
Threat RSTA means. Smoke
~reat~s a psychological feeling of
1solatlOn.Th1s may reduce the
insurgent's will to resist.
Support terrorism counteraction.
SmoKe use can restrict use of airfields or facilities and conceal the
movements of counterterrorist forces. Use smoke to conceal objectives prior to assault or occupation

.

.

Smoke and obscurants disrupt
enemy combat operations
throughout the depth of the battlefiela. One of the key concepts in
AirLand battle is the entire battlefield consists of one single battle
fought by one commander with one
plan. Obscurant operations must
SU])port all levels of command in
fignting a unified battle of deep,
close, and rear operations.

Deep

Operations

Deep operations disrupt the
enemy's movement in-depth, destroy
high-value targets behind the
enemy's lines, and interrupt enemy
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of Conflict

by law enforcement or counterterrorist forces.
Support peacekeeping operations.
Smoke use can protect our forces
by screening our forces from Threat
observation. It can also restrict the
effectiveness of combatant target acquisition or weapon guidance systems. Marking smokes are effective
for signaling and early warning. In
additlOn, we can use smoke and
obscurants to segregate or isolate
forces in conflict.
Support peacetime contingency
operatlOns. Smoke use can protect
our forces, particularly in a show of
force or demonstration. In strikes,
raids, and unconventional warfare,
use smoke to attack known Threat
RSTA means. For example, in a
raid on a suspected Threat communications center, friendly forces
would-Use projected smoke (for example, mortars, rifle grenades, or
aviation-delivered smoke rockets) to
obscure guard posts and observa-

.

.

The

hostilities to protect the force, alter
force ratios, conceal maneuvering
forces, and give leaders an added
dimension 01 flexibility.

tion points. This is particularly important when special operating forces are being inserted.
-

Use emplaced smoke such as

smoke hand grenades to conceal
entry int~ the facility once their
presence 1Sknown.
-

Use projected or emplaced

smoke to conceal their exfiltration
route and allow them to break contact.
In high-intensity and mid-intensity
conflicts, US forces face large,
rapidly maneuvering formations on
battlefields characterized by sophisticated weapons, high-consumptlOn
rates, and extended time and distance. Smoke supports all types of
~ilita~y operations in mid- and highmtenslty confl1ct.
Using smoke and obscurants
across the spectrum of conflict will
positively influence the outcome of
any operation. Chapters 3 through 5
outline tactics for smoke employmentto meet the challenges of the
spectrum of conflict.

Battlefield

command and control at key
decision points. Deer attacKs are
conducted to create windows of opportunity" by disrupting or destroymg follow-on echelons. Smoke
systems that support the deep battle
include aviation, artillery, smoke
generator, and armored vehicle
smoke systems.
Army aviation assets deliver
smoke rockets from attack helicopters to obscure enemy observation,
degrade target acquisition, and
mark targets for close air support
aircraft. Medium-lift helicopters supporting airmobile operations can
move chemical units with smoke
generators behind enemy lines. In

addition, we can air transport the
chemical company of an airborne
division to support airborne operations in the deep battle.
Current artillery-delivered
obscurants will seldom have a direct
impact on deep strike capability. In
the far term, millimeter wave
obscurants delivered by rockets
onto radar sites will be effective to
suppress enemy air defense and
counterbattery abilities. Similarly,
special purpose obscurants that
block certam regions of the electromagnetic radiationwill be more effective in disrupting hardened
command and control centers than
high-explosive munitions.
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Deep attacks with armored
columns may require the use of
smoke self-protection systems. Combat vehicle aefensive obscurant systems include vehicular launched
grenades and vehicle engine exhaust
systems. The prime constraints will
be logistical support (fuel and armament).

Close

Operations

In the defense a covering or
screening force occupies a sector
far enou~h forward of the forward
edge of the battle area (FEBA) to
prevent sUgJrise, to force the enemy
to deploy tfieir forces, and to gain
suffiClent time to respond to tne
Threat. Extensive use of concealing
and deception smoke helps to
develop the situation by forcing the
enemy to deploy. It also denies information about disposition and
composition of friendly forces,
degrading enemy target acquisition.
Uefending forces fill valleys and
terrain defiles with visual
obscurants to force enemy helicopters above the obscurant cloud,
while ground fire is adjusted, using
thermal viewers. Use visual and infrared defeating smokes to support
countersurveillance and counterreconnaissance.

Smoke provides concealment for
maneuver and counterattack and
reduces the effectiveness of enemy
target acquisition. It also deceives
the enemy about the true intentions
of our forces and creates conditions
necessary' to surprise them. Smoke
enables the covering force to delay
the Threat advance more effectively.
When advanced _positions can no
longer be retained; the security
force must quickly and efficiently
conduct a passage of lines. It must
hand the Hattle off to the main battle area (MBA) units. Smoke pots,
smoke generator units, and
projected smoke conceal friendly
forces and routes during battle
handoff.
Obscurants support the decisive
battle in the MBA by concealing
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~attle. prepa~ations, 4enying enemy
mtelhgence mformahon, and concealing maneuver and counterattack. Units conceal areas for real
and decoy battle positions during initial preparation and camouflage.
Before the battle, mobile units provide smoke in multiple areas until
the battlefield is fulfy prepared.
Use smoke and obscurants aggressively to assist the unit in regaming
the initiative. Obscurants is01ate
enemy echelons, conceal movement
of counterattacking forces, and
deceive the enemy about friendly intentions. Smoke from smoke umts,
smoke pots, and enemy smoke lines
conceal movement of friendly forces. Artillery- and mortar-delivered
smoke blinds enemy' armored and
antitank elements while friendly forces attack targets from the flanks
using therma[ viewers. Obscurants
separate enemy echelons to
preclude supporting and overmatchmg fire and to facilitate their
piecemeal defeat.
Obscurants in the defense of the
MBA require careful preparation to
}?reclude an ill-conceived deception;
disruption of friendly activities; or
poorly-timed, low-visibility
retrograde operations. Obscuration
will s10w friendly activities. Commanders and planners should plan
additional time for movement under
smoke and obscurants.

Rear Operations
Because support units normally
remain fixed over a period of hours
or more, smoke units will normally
maintain a large-area haze over
brigade and division support activities throughout the early part of
the battle. Based on command
priorities and resources, brigade
and division support areas may be
concealed by oDscurants from the
beginning to the end of the battle.
Obscurants used in rear operations
include deception and screening of
vital targets..-Such targets includ~
commumcahons centers, ammumion supply points, motor pools,

tank parks, assembly and staging
areas, and critical portions of main
supply routes.
Af the operational level, the
protection of key transportation and
logistics activities is critical to sustaming the force. Echelons above
corps must plan for obscurants in
the defense to conceal static operations. Ports and terminals; fixed rail
facilities such as bridges, tunnels,
and rail yards; logistics-over-theshore sites; dams; locks; trailer
transfer }?oints; and critical points
along main supply routes must be
covered. Obscurants may also provide limited protection for nonstatic
operations such as water transport,
railroad operations, inland waferways movement, and convoys. Commanders and staffs must carefully
plan o}?erations to ensure that tli.e
use of friendly obscurants at one
l?gi~tics facility does not impede actlVlhes at another.
Smoke can assist in defeating or
delaying enemy airborne and airmoblle operations. Place smoke
over potential drop zones and landing zones in rear areas to conceal
them and force the enemy aircraft
to remain exposed to our air
defense assets longer. This is particularly useful when you have significanf intelligence indicators that
airborne or airmobile operations
are imminent, as smoke may deny
the enemy the ability to insert those
forces at all.
In the event of enemy breakthrough, freed sites and some rear
area forces will not be able to
maneuver away from an attacking
Threat force. They will have to
defend in place. Placing smoke on
rear operations will conceal them
from Observation. However, this will
degrade their operations. Smoke
may be placed on the Threat forces, in coordination with electronic
warfare and deception assets, to isolate the Threat units and prevent
resupply, relief, or reinforcement
prior to their destruction.
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Battlefield
.Smoke has four battlefield applicabons that support combat operations: obscuring, screening,
protecting, and marking.
Obscuring

Smoke

Obscuring smoke is smoke
delivered directly on or immediately
in front of enemy positions to blind
or degrade their vision both within
and beyond their location. Use
obscurmg smoke to attack and
defeat enemy target acquisition and
gmdance systems at their source.
Projected means, such as artillery,
mortars, rockets, and rifle grenaaes,
generally deliver obscuring smoke.
For example, smoke dehvered on
an enemy antitank guided missile
(A TGM) position may prevent the
system from acquiring or subsequently trackffig targets, thereby
reducing its effediveness. Employment of obscuration smoke on an attacking armored force may cause it
to vary its speed, inadvertently
change its axis of advance, dep'loy
prematurely, and rely on nonvisual
means of command and controL

Screening

Smoke

Screening smoke is smoke
delivered m areas between friendly
and enemy, forces or in friendly
operational areas to degrade enemy
ground or aerial observation or
Both. It also defeats or degrades
enemy EO systems. In general, use
screening smoke to attack enemy
target acquisition and ~idance systems by placing smoke between the
friendly unit and the sensors.
Generated means, such as smoke
generators, smoke pots, and smoke
nand grenades, dehver screening
smoke.
For example, employ screening
smoke to conceal ground maneuver,
breaching and recovery operations,
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Applications

of Smoke

key assembly areas, and ~upply
routes. There are three visibihty
categories for screening smoke that
the supported unit commander uses
to estao1ishthe visibility requirement for a smoke miSSlOn.These

are-

.

Smoke haze. A smoke haze is a

light concentration of smoke placed
over friendly areas to restrict accurate enemy observation and fire.
It is not dense enough to disrupt
friendly operations within the
screen. A smoke haze is defined as
a concentration of smoke that
would allow an individual to identify a small tactical vehicle between
5ITand 150 meters away, but no farther than 150 meters.

. :Smoke

blanket. A smoke blanket

is a dense, horizontal development
of smoke used over friendly areas
to conceal them from enemy
ground and aerial observation. A
smoke blanket may hamper operations of friendly troo~s ,Byr~str:ictmg movement and activity withm
the screen. It provides maximum
conceahnent.lt is a concentration
of smoke that would allow the identification of a small tactical vehicle
from 0 to 50 meters but no farther.

. : Smoke

curtain.

A smoke

curtain

is a dense, vertical development of
smoke. It is placed between friendly
and enemy positions to prevent or
degrade enemy ground observation
of 1riendly positlOns. Since the
smoke curtain is not placed directly
on friendly troops, it will not
hamp'er fnendly operations. Commanaers should use smoke curtains
when friendly forces have air superiority or air parity. It does not
prevent aerial observation; however,
it may force aircraft to fly higher in
order to see behind the curtain,
thus increasing vulnerability to air
defense weapons. In general, smoke
curtains will defeat sensors in the

visual through mid-infrared portions
of the spectrum depending on the
concentration of the smoke.

Protecting

Smoke

Protecting smoke is smoke used to
defeat enemy guidance systems or
to attenuate energy weapons on the
battlefield. Smoke and ooscurants
have the ability to reflect, refract,
or absorb energy. When enemy gunners have alreaay fired A TGMs or
have used laser designators, use
protecting smoke to lmmediately
screen venicle movements and
defeat enemy guidance links. In an
active nuclear environment or when
threat of nuclear weapon use is
high, use protecting smoke to attenuate the therma[ energy from
nuclear detonations.
When the enemy possesses
directed-energy weapons, use smoke
or obscurants to degrade the effects
of those weapons. Directed-energy
weapons include lasers; high-power
microwaves; particle beams; and
non-nuclear, Clirected electromagnetic pulse. A detailed description
of the effects of smoke and
obscurants on directed-energy
weapons is in Appendix B.

Marking

Smoke

Marking smoke includes smoke
used to mark targets, identify friendly positions, and provide for prearranged battlefield communications.
The smoke means used for identification or signaling smoke are normally projected means and smoke
hand grenades. For example, use
helicopter-delivered smoKe rockets
to mark a target for destruction by
close air support aircraft, artillery,
or mortars.-Use smoke hand
grenades to signal aircraft.
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Smoke
The primary factors that affect
delivery, of smoke onto a tar..getare
the smoke weapon system (delivery
means and smoke agents) and terrain and weather conditions (steering winds and temperature
gradients). Appenaixes C and G
aetail smoke delivery means and
smoke agents, respectively.

Smoke Delivery
Systems
In general,there are three means
for producing smoke: projected,
self-defense, and generated smoke
devices and systems.
Proj ected Smoke

Projected smoke is smoke
produced by artillery or mortar
munitions, naval gunfire, helicopterdelivered rockets, and bombs and
generator smoke from fixed-wing
aircraft. The advantage of using
projected smoke munitions is you
can place smoke directly on a deep,
close, or rear target.
The disadvantage of Rrojected
smoke is that most projected smoke
devices and munitions are lethal;
they cannot be used on or near
friendly forces. Most unit basic
loads for munitions are insufficient
for sustaining smoke on a target.
The exception to this is generator
smoke from fixed- and rotary-wing
aircraft, which is considered a
projected smoke system because of
its ability to obscure deep targets.
Projected smoke can support both
short- and long-duration missions
based on the availability of ammunition. Combine use of projected
smoke munitions with other smoke
emplo~ent means throughout the
battlefield.
The ideal battlefield applications
for projected smoke systems are
proaucmg obscuring smoke, initiatmg screening smoke, and marking
targets. For example, use projected
smoke systems to place smoke on
enemy intelligence gathering assets,
ATGM positlOns, and artillery for-
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Delivery

Means

~~~d ~bservers: Also, use them for
mihatmg sc~eenmg smoke forward
of an attacki~g forc~ that smoke
generators wllr sustam.
Self-Defense Smoke
Self-defense smoke is smoke
produced by smoke grenade launchers and the vehicle en$ine exhaust
smoke system (VEES~), which we
mount on most armored vehicles.
An advantage of this system is
rapid smoke production and responsiveness to tlie small unit leader.
Disadvantages include danger to dismounted troops with the grenade
launchers, interrupting your own target acquisition wnile taking evasive
maneuvers, and additiona[ fuel consumption for VEESS.
The ideal battlefield application
for self-defense smoke aevices is to
conceal armored vehicle movements
and to reduce vulnerability to attack
by enemy antiarmor weapons. The
devices function as follows:
. Armored vehicle smoke grenade
launchers. Mounted on M88, M113,
M60, Ml, M2, and M3 families of
armored vehicles, smoke grenade
launchers provide raRid ODscurant
production to assist the vehicle in
self-defense. The launchers deliver
the obscurant in front and/or to the
flanks of a vehicle by smoke
grenades electrically fired from the
vehicle.
Vehicle engine exhaust smoke system. The VEESS injects diesel fuel
into the engine exhaust system. The
fuel then vaporizes and is released
into the air, where it condenses and
produces smoke Vehicles that currently have the VEESS include the
A VLB. LEV, M88All, M60, Ml,
M2,and M3familiesof combat
vehicles.

.

.

Generated Smoke
Generated smoke is smoke
produced by smoke pots, smoke
grenades, and smoke generators.
Steering winds deliver generated
smoke to a target. Combine
generated smoke with projected

smoke to provide depth of coverage
throughout the battlefield.
Generated smoke can cover small
and large areas for up to an indefinite period of time based on the
~vailabihty of logistical support, parhcularly fueL
Smoke pots and smoke grenades.
You can pre-position these. They
do not require an operator. You
can igpite them manually or electrically. Use these smoke devices in
hasty smoke operations because of
their relatively short burn time and
ease of access. The ideal battlefield
applications for smoke pots are inihating screening smoke, marking
smoke, and providing smoke unit
self-protection. SmoKe hand
grenades are best for small-area
screening smoke (squad-size
maneuver) and marking smoke.
Smoke generators. Smoke generator units produce large volumes of
smoke to support hasty or
deliberate smoke operations. Smoke
generator units require a stand-off
aistance from the farget based on
wind speed and direction. Smoke
generators are ideal for large-area
smoke missions of long duration.
They require detailed planning for
logistical support. The ideal battle1ield apphcations for smoke generators inClude screening,
protecting, and sustaining obscuring
smoke.
There are two concepts for
employing smoke generators:
mobile ana stationary.
Mobile smoke is smoke produced
while the sy,stem is on the move.
Mobile smoke units normally are
Rositioned well forward on the battlefield. They have the advantage of
maneuver, out are exposed to more
enemy weapon systems. They have
a self-concealment ability, that enhances their survival, ana they can
make smoke from a freed position
or while moving. Mobile smoke systems rely heavify on passive operations securih' (OPSEC) measures to
enhance their survivability.

.

.
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Stationary smoke is smoke
produced from a fixed location, normally by units equipped with M3A4
mecl1amcal pulse jet smoke generators mounted on M998 HMMWVs
or M1511/ 4-ton vehicles with
trailers. Units move their vehicles
and smoke generators into positions
on a smoke line and then produce
smoke. These units are limited by
their mobility and require more
time to set up and depart an area.
They are wen-suited for large-area
smoke missions conducted in rear
areas.

Mobile smoke is supplied by units
equipped with MlO59 mechanized
smoke carriers or motorized M157
smoke generators.
The MI059 is an M113 armored
personnel carrier (APC) equipped
with the M157 smoke generafor set.
This system can support armored
and mechanized forces well forward. It is less vulnerable to small
arms and indirect fire than wheeled
systems due to its armored plating.
Its tracked chassis provides it witl1
the ability to move with its supported unit both on and off tne
road.
The motorized M157 smoke generator is an MI037 HMMWV
equipped wit0 an M157 smoke generator set. This system can provide
mobile smoke to light infantry and
specialized units. This system is vulnerable to small arms and indirect
fire.

Weather

and Terrain
Effects

gradients

affect

Smoke

pendix D.
The platoon is the lowest echelon
of command for smoke units that is
self-sufficient. Table 2, below, out-

enemy
detailed

~----_..._--

Mobiie
Smoke
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when used

fire can be minimized by
all

synchronizing

smoke assets with firepower, and

~_.._---

,",VUI"'V~

Stationary
Smoke

Tactics, Techniques,
and Procedures

over friendly areas. The effect of

Table 2. Smoke platoon

UVIIVIC"V'~

of wind and tend to create

limiting exposure of smoke assets to
that fire.

Smoke tends to draw enemy atten-

No. of Point

gradients:

Units

tion and fire especially

No. of

the

Tactics, Techniques,
Procedures,
and
Unit Guidelines

planning,

of temperature

lapse, neutral, and inversion.
Since steering winds carry smoke,
smoke usually follows the contours
of the earth's surface. On flat, unbroken terrain and over water
(open terrain), smoke streamers
take longer to spread out and mix
with other streamers. Obstructions,
such as trees and buildings, tend to
break up smoke streamers. The
streamers may then re-form, cover
a larger area, and create a more
uniform cloud than over open terrain. Large hill masses and very
rugged terrain cause strong cross
currents

lines the smoke coverage
capabilities of smoke platoons.

Smoke generator units are assigned to chemical battalions under
cnemical brigades at corps, to
chemical battalions at TAACOMs,
and to divisions. Detailed information concerninj!; the modified or
living tables of organization and
equipment (MTOEs/LTOEs) and
capabilities of these units is in Ap-

~es

holes and uneven dispersal of the
smoke cloud.
Appendix F details the effects of
weather and terrain on obscurants.
It also gives a summary of the best
and worst employment conditions.

Steering winds actually carry the
smoke and determine its direction,
speed, and downwind travel distance. Temperature gradients are
normally based on ffie time of day.
Temperature

height, density, duration, and travel
distance of smoke. There are three

The commander that "owns" the
terrain is responsible for controlling
the smoke. Place smoke before the
enemy can pinpoint targets. Employ
smoke during hours of aarkness
and limited visibility periods (rain,
fog, ice fog, snow, sleet) to enhance
its effectiveness. Synchronize all
smoke assets for maximum impact

coverage capabilities.

Average Cloud Parameters
Crosswind

Downwind

Width

Depth

Haze

Blanket

Haze

Blanket

24

24

1.00-3.40 km
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against the enemy. Coordinate
smoke employn:tent with adjacent
units and all units in the operational area to minimize friendly unit
degradation.
Understand that smoke compresses the battlefield by limiting
visibility. Training soldiers to
operate in smoke reduces the
degradation caused by smoke. It
also reduces psychological impact
such as confusion, fear, and isolation on troops.
Smoke cloud size should be large
enoug~ to preven! the enemy from
saturatmg the enhre smoked area
with fire. The target should be offset from center within the smoke. A
rule of thumb is for the screen to
be five times the size of the target.
Avoid patterns for smoke employment. Avoid placing smoke ~ver the
center of your target every hme.
Maneuver using ilie flanks and
edges of the smoke alternatively
with the center.
To support tactical deception,
employ smoke over other 1ikely
areas to dilute the volume of fire
and draw attention to the areas of
little or no importance. The smoke
should approxlIDate the principal
smoke cloud in size. Establish and
enforce mobile smoke control
measures. The smoke control officer controls the smoke operation
from a vantage point allowing target
observation, ensuring it is completely concealed by smoke. When using
self-defense smoke, ensure the entire squad, section, or platoon uses
the smoke simultaneously to preclude drawing attention to a lone
vehicle.
Start the smoke mission prior to
operation start time and continue
well beyond the end of the operation. For example, a river crossing
is scheduled for the time from OSDO
to 0700. Start smoke at 0400 and
stop smoke at 0800 to confuse the
enemy as to the exact crossing time
and Size of the force.
Limited visibility positions,
preplanned and previously prepared, will minimize d~radation
caused by friendly or Threat use of
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smoke. Rehearsal of displacement
under smoke will help you avoid
confusion and disorientation and
rapidly restore engagement
capability.

Unit Guidelines
Smoke units are vulnerable to
enemy direct fire weapons. Use the
following guidelines when employing smoke generator units. SmoKe
umts should, whenever possible,
avoid prominent terrain features
and locations that would permit accurate map firings or fire through
adjustment from a known point.
Do not use mobile smoke vehicles
to lead the attack. Use them to
screen the flanks or main body
maneuvering forces. Do not employ
smoke units less than a platoon-size
element. Use stationary smoke units
to conceal rear area facilities and
light infantry forces.

Command

and

Support

Smoke units operate under two
types of relationships: command
and support. A command relationship reITects the chain of command
and degree of authority. A support
relationship represents the manner
in which the maneuver unit is to be
supported.
Iii.the tactical planning process
the staff recommends tfie appropriate command or support
relationship between the cnemical
unit and tne supported unit. This
relationship defmes the specific
responsibilities between supporting
and supported units. Genera11y,
smoke units at corps and division
levels establish support rather than
command relationsnips. Direct support (OS) is the preferred support
relationship for company-size and
larger chemical units. Attachment is
the preferred command relationship
for chemical platoons.

Organization
and Principles
Smoke units work most efficiently
under the control of a parent chemi-

cal unit. This organization permits
close control and the most productive use of all assets. The commander continuously monitors the
progress of assig1].edtasks. He shifts
elements where the need is greatest
throughout his area of operations.
On the other hand the supported
unit commander at the lowest level
gets greater responsiveness when
the chemical unit is under his direct
control. He determines the task organization and gives missions directry' to the units under him.
Providing smoke units in a command or a support relationship is a
balance between the needs of the
higher commander for flexibility
and the needs of the subordinate
commander for responsiveness. The
corps may provide each committed
heavy divislOn with one motorized
and one mechanized smoke company. Light infantry divisions are
normally provided a dual-purpose
smoke/ decontamination company.
Units are provided in either a command or support relationship.
For brigades already in contact or
when contact is imminent, it is also
appropriate for the division to allocate di.emical units in an OPCON
or attached status. Brigades, in
turn, can provide chemical assets
directly to their battalion task forces only when they receive the
chemical assets from the division in
a command relationship. Otherwise,
the chemical unit commander
deploys his subordinate elements
based on his estimate.
At each echelon, commanders use
organizational principles, derived
from the AirLand battle imperatives, to guide the employn:tent of
chemical units. These principles include the following:
Task organize to meet requirements. Mission requiremenfs drive
size and compositlOn of task forces.
A mix of chemical units is often
necessary to achieve the proper
balance of capabilities.
Task orgamze by platoons.
Give pnority to tl1e main effort.
There are not enough chemical assets on the battlefield to handle all

.

.
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tasks. Chemical units are not spread
evenly across the battlefield but are
concentrated with the main effort to
ensure its success.
Integrate chemical support with
maneuver and fire. The scheme of
maneuver governs the use of smoke
and reconnaissance assets.
Do not hold smoke units in
reserve. Smoke assets are too
scarce and valuable to be held out
of the fight. They must refit quickly
and return to their primary mission.
Make logistically sustainable
Qlans. Resources are always limited.
The availability of fuel ana fog oil
restricts chemical unit ability to execute smoke missions. Conduct
detailed planning for chemical unit
sustaipm~nt and ~upporting logistics.
Mamtam effechve commancf and
controL Effective plans use all available controlling headquarters and
hand off opera1ions smoothly between them.

.

.

.

.

Responsibilities
When supported by a smoke generator unit, both the maneuver unit
commander and the smoke unit
commander have specific sets of
responsibilities for planning and
coordinating the smoke mission.
Smoke miSSlOnsinvolve close coordination between the sUPePortedunit
commander and staff and the
smoke unit commander. Commanders must use the same troopleading procedures for smoke assets
as they will for their maneuver
units, ensuring smoke unit commanders have adequate time and
resources to plan and prepare for
smoke support.

Maneuver Unit Commander's
Responsibilities
The maneuver unit commander is
responsible for the overall tactical
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operation. This commander must execute coordination with all units participating in or influenced by the
smoke operation. He defines smoke
sup~o~t requirements to includeHis mtent.
Visibility criteria within the smoke.
Location and size of the smoke
target.
Time for effective smoke to be
on the target.
Duration of effective smoke on
the target.

.

.
.

.
.

. Security

of smoke assets.

. I~e~iate support available for
the miSSlOn.
. Preparation of a smoke annex for
the operation.
Smoke Unit Commander's
Responsibilities
When the smoke plan calls for support from a smoke generator unit,
the commander of the smoke unit is
responsible for all activities concerning establishingand maintaining
smoke on the aesignated target.
Based upon information from the
maneuver commander, the smoke
unit commander performs the following tasks:

.Plans. for map, air, or ground
reconnaissance.

.Coordinates the mission with supported and adjacent units.
Selects and coordinates smoke
lanes (mobile smoke) or smoke
lines (stationary smoke).
.Coordinates communications nets.
Provides input for the smoke
annex.
Identifies additional support requirements within the limitations of
command or support relationships.

.

.

.

Chemical Staff Officer's
Responsibilities
The chemical staff officer plans
and monitors the execution of the

smoke plan, in coordination with
the FSG and smoke unit commander. The procedures for smoke
planning have been discussed. The
procedures for monitoring execu-

tion are-

.

Direct the chemical staff in
monitoring the smoke support plan.
Monitor planned smoKe engagement by fire supp-ort assets:
- Coordinate with FScell.
- Determine whether planned fire
was executed.
- Make changes as necessary.
- Report changes as required.
- Update status displays.
Monitor planned smoke engagement by smoke unit assets:
- Momtor the smoke unit net.
- Determine success (Smoke on target on time? Did it achieve purpose?).
- Make changes as necessary.
- Report changes as required.
- Update status displays.
Monitor planned smoke employment by maneuver units (for example, VEESS and smoke pots):
- Monitor the appropriate command or maneuver unit net.
- Determine success (Smoke on target on time? Did it achieve purpose?).
- Make changes as necessary.
- Report changes as required.
- Update status displays.
Monitor immediate calls for
smoke:
-Monitor the ap'propriate net
(FScell and smoKe unit).
- Determine if smoke support is required.
- Determine the best asset to
engage. (Note: Fire support assets
have the quickest response time.)
- Respond if necessary to coordinate smoke support from other
than fire support assets.
- Update status displays.

.

.

.

.
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Chapter 2

Threat

US forces may have to fight
enemies ranging from sopnisticated
armored forces of Warsaw Pact and
the more advanced emerging
countries to unconventional forces
of the Third World. The reconnaissance, surveillance, and target acquisition (RSTA) capabilities of our
potential adversaries range from
binoculars and night vision devices
to laser and thermal imaging. systems. We must focus our trammg,
doctrine, and tactics in smoke and
obscurants on degrading and potentially defeating these types of systems.
The training begins with identifying the locatlOn, types, capabilities,
ana employment procedures of
enemy systems on the battlefield.
The FM 100-2 series covers the
Soviet Arm~ and North Korean
Army. The Cuban Forces Handbook, 00B-2680-62-86, dated May
1980 and similar handbooks for
other countries are excellent sources of information on Third World

Reconnaissance,
The effective employment of battlefield smoke and oDscurants requires an understanding of Threat
RSTA capabilities and now these
capabilihes support Threat operations. The Soviets define reconnaissance as the collection of
intelligence information about the
location, disposition, composition,
number, armament, combat
preparedness, character of activities, and intentions of the enemy
in the interests of combat.
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countries. These are excellent references for unit organization and
equipment, operations and tactics,
and specialized warfare.
The smoke capability of our potential adversaries ranges from field expedient methods to extensive
smoke-producing equipment and organizahons in tl1e field. Clearly the
most significant Threat smoke
capability resides within the Soviet
Union. Their continued emphasis
on adapting existing smoke assets to
tactical missions ana the development of new smoke systems allows
Soviets to employ smoke in depth
and in large areas for extended
periods.
Historically, the Soviets relied
heavily on smoke. In many instances
smoke use was directly responsible
for operational success. one Soviet
writing states that during an offensive action smoke screens can
reduce their losses of combat
vehicles by 60 percent to 80 percent. In WorlaWar II, the Soviets

Surveillance,

established smoke lines up to 100
kilometers long, maintainmg them
for several days, weeks, and months.
The Soviets state that smoke carries more importance today than in
World War II. This is due to the
growth of highly sophisticated, longrange target acquisition systems that
relatively inexpensive smoke and
obscurants can defeat. They believe
that smoke and obscurants can
degrade and potentially defeat the
use of optical, laser, night vision,
and even thermal imagmg systems.
For this reason the Sovie1s plan
that they will use smoke wnenever
and wherever the tactical situation
permits.
For these reasons, our intelli[ence
preparation of the battlefield lIPB)
must include both Threat RSTA
and smoke capabilities. This chapter outlines Threat RSTA and
smoke employment doctrine. Chapters 3 through 5 outline doctrine
and tactics to attack Threat RSTA
efforts and protect the force.

and Target

Threat RSTA encompasses all
methods, such as photographic intelligence (PHOTINf), imagery intelligence (IMINT), and human
intelligence (HUMINT). The most
reliable methods and therefore the
most used methods of RSTA are
also easily defeated by smoke and
obscurants. The Threat groups
these methods into three major
areas (aerial, ground, and artillery)
that encompass the strategic, operational, and tactical depth of the battlefield.

Acquisition

Aerial reconnaissance sources are
the satellites, front/army aviation assets, rotary-wing aircraft, and
remotely pilotea vehicles (RPVs).
Grouna reconnaissance includes
long-range reconnaissance units of
front/army and divisional organizations and special reconnaissance,
such as NBC, engineer, and medical
reconnaissance.
Artillery reconnaissance uses artillery observation posts through
direct observation, supplemented by
radar, sound, and flasn ranging, ana
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information resulting from
electronic means.
Threat forces will conduct reconnaissance to acquire information on
US nuclear weapons, force disposition, and intentlOns. In the Soviet
ground forces, dedicated reconnaissance units will conduct aggressive
RSTA for commanders from the
front down to regiment.

Aerial

Reconnaissance

Satellite, or "cosmic" reconnaissance, includes photography and
television. It is controlled by the
GRU (general staff's main mtelligence directorate). One reconnaissance satellite version contains a
video system on which images are
stored and later retransmitted to
Soviet ground stations.
Aerial reconnaissance is the principal method of gathering target intelligence. It provides the most
time1yand re1iable information on
the character and location of targets, r.art~cularly tho.se in the enemy
rear. Aenal reconnaissance recognizes four major categories of targets:
Nuclear weapon systems and
storage depots.
. Active and potential airfields.
Defensive positions and systems

.
.
.
(AD, C3, EW).
. Reserves, logistic facilities,

and
approaches.
Front air forces normally include
an air reconnaissance reglillent, but
may have as many as iliree. These
reglillents are self-contained and
process the information they collect.
There are 24 to 40 aircraft per regiment. Their collection capabilities
include fixed-frame and strip
photography, infrared (IR) photograr.hy, television, and side-looking
airborne radar (SLAR). An example is the FOXBAT B, which carries five nose-mounted cameras and
IR linescan equipment. It provides
a coverage corndor of up to 70
kilometers. The aerial television
with down-link does not give the
resolution of still photograr.hy', but
it is near-real time. About half of
the Soviet reconnaissance aircraft
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can transmit their information inflight. High-performance aircraft
and helicopters can be equ~pped
with laser range finders ancf designators.
Reconnaissance aircraft fly at a
high speed and low altitude, out to
60D kilometers beyond the forward
edge of the battle area (FEBA).
However, certain reconnaissance
aircraft, such as the FOXBAT B
(with visual and IR cameras) and
the FOXBAT D (with SLAR), may
perform their missions at high altitude without having to cross their
forward line of own troops (FLOT).
Front and army RSTA assets may
include a squadron of drones, commonly the DR3. Drones may have
vertical and side-looking cameras,
using visual and IR film. A drone
may also carry' a video with realtime down-link, though this would
reduce its range. One drone
squadron coula launch 20missions
a day.
Aerial reconnaissance is particularly critical to the initial air operahon. Predes~ated strikes are
planned in detaiL Maps and terrain
models are used to familiarize
pilots, plan approash and departur~
routes, and cfetermme attack techmques and routes. The vulnerability
of high-performance aircraft to
ground-based air defense necessitates a low-altitude (ideally, 50 to
100 meters), high-speed approach
in minimum time. The pilot has
three to six seconds to identify his
target. Helicopter squadrons at
army and division level will fly missions in support of engineer, chemical, and artillery reconnaissance.

Ground
Reconnaissance
Reconnaissance units are assigned
to all echelons of the Soviet force
structure, from regiment to front.
Reconnaissance units are equipped
with tanks, BMPs, BTRs, and
BRDM2 scout cars, and reconnaissance variants of each. Specialized
vehicles. perform engineer and NBC
reconnaissance.

The BRM is a BMP variant
mounting the TALL MIKE ground
surveillance radar. Some units will
have the PSNR (portable information gathering station), a man-pack
radar, or a mixture of both.
Detailed information on the reconnaissance units' organization and
eguipment can be Iound in

FM

100-2-3.

Ground reconnaissance is primarily the concern of the tactical commander at division and below. His
or her interest is the enemy and terrain to the immediate front, out to
100 to 150 kilometers. Tactical
ground reconnaissance units
operate out to 50 kilometers in
front of the division. Airborne
reconnaissance teams can operate
out to 100 kilometers.
The information gathered directly
supports the plan of fire and
maneuver. Reconnaissance units will
op'erate as patrols of two to three
vehicles. Tne greatest effort will be
directed toward suspected enemy
strength and primary axes of advance. These patrols will avoid combat if possible. They will
concentrate their efforts on finding
enemy units, determining their
strength, disposition, and weapons.
As tne battle is joined, these p'atrols
will attempt to penetrate the FEBA
to report on rear area activities,
movement of reserves, and location
of sup'ply routes.
In addition to dedicated reconnaissance units, the organization of the
regiment in march maximizes reconnaissance. To maintain the momentum of the attack, the regiment in
march allocates its combat power
forward in increments of one-third.
This march formation assures that
the main body is not impeded by a
small enemy force.
The first element is the combat
reconnaissance patrol (CRP), consisting of a reinforced platoon. Engineer and NBC reconnaissance
assets usually will be attached to
the CRP. The CRP engages enemy
units to determine strength and disposition. If the CRP cannot overcome the enemy, it will attempt to
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fix the enemy in place to facilitate
the emp,loymentof its parent, the
forwaro security element (FSE),
consisting of a reinforced comp,any.
Next follows the advance guara, a
reinforced battalion.
Target acquisition for direct fire
be~ins early in the battle. A PRP3,
with its SMALL FRED target acquisition radar, will be founa with
the advance guard, if not sooner.
Most Soviet combat vehicles carry
active IR for night vision and fire
control; many are equipped with
laser range fmders. Laser range
finders in vehicles and artillery units
are usually Nd: YAG (Neodymium:
yttrium aluminum garnett)
erat°
mg in the visible spectrum a 1.06
microns. Some Third World
countries are ca able of and have
installed therma r imagers rather
than active IR optics on their com-

f

Artillery
Reconnaissance
A network of observation posts
controls artillery fire. Artillery observation posts locate targets and reference points. They transmit the data
back to the firing batteries and adjust fire. Some observation posts
will be located with the advance
maneuver elements. Armored command and reconnaissance vehicles
(ACRVs) (which function as fire
direction centers as well as observation p,osts) carry day/night observation oevices and laser range finders

Combined
The Soviets believe the tank to be
the keystone of the combined arms
operation. Their concern about
NATO antitank capabilities gives
them great incentive to develop

Threat

Smoke

In addition to the three battlefield
smoke applications, we can expect
the Threat to follow several
guidelines when using smoke. These
mclude the following:
~Cover an area five times the size
of the target, with the target off center within the smoke.
Light dummy fires or use flares
within the smoke to give the false
impression of a hit wnen enemy fire
falls within the smoke.
Initiate the smoke two to three
hours before starting the operation;
sustain the smoke afong a wide
front to conceal river crossing
operations.
. ,Place smoke on both sides of the
river during crossing operations.
.Make maximum use of floating
smoke pots and smoke barrels to
cover ffie crossings.

.
.

.
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for target acquisition, topographic
survey equipment for locahon data,
and a fire direction computer.
Battlefield surveillance radars also
support target acquisition and fire
adjustment. The PRP3 mobile observation, a BMP variant, is found in
each howitzer battalion. It carries
the observation devices of the
ACRV and the SMALL FRED
radar, which detects targets and adjpsts fire out to 20 kilometers. The
BIG FRED battlefield surveillance
radar, mounted on an MTLB, a
light transport combat vehicle, is
found in the target acquisition battery of the artillery reglIDent. The
M12 HOPLITE from the division
helicopter squadron is also used for
target acquisition and fire adjustment.

bat vehicles fleetwide. This
capability increases the Threat, because reconnaissance and combat
units will be able to detect and
engage friendly units using these
devices.

Arms

Operations

both improved and more extensive
obscuration capabilities and tactics.
Soviet writings often cite the ArabIsraeli War 01 1973, in which
ATGMs destroyed over one-third

Tactics,

Techniques,

. Use decoy smoke at one or more
likely crossing sites in an attempt to
deceive our forces.
Use smoke to conceal aerial reference points.
Use smoke to conceal important
locations and possible targets such
as troop' concentrations, crossing
sites, brid~es, railroad junctions,
and unloaoing areas.
:Screen flanKs of attacking
echelons.
Use illumination rounds in conjunction with blinding smoke to
destroy night vision on the objective
and illuminate the target.
.Screen fronts of advancing
maneuver echelons.
Screen movement of guns and
other weapon systems into firing
rositions and from position to position.

.
.
.

.

.

.

of Israeli armored vehicles in one
week. Their doctrine reflects this
concern over defeating enemy antitank weapon systems.

and

Procedures

. Use smoke to screen the activities of engineer units when clearing minefield and to mark passages
through engineer barriers.
Use smoke to screen logistics
routes and activities that are within
range of our fire and observation.
.1Use smoke to mark targets for
aircraft, artillery preparatlOn, and
si~alinK. pU!poses.
Use .51mdmg, camouflage, and
decoy smoke to conceal tne direction and time of attack to minimize
losses.

.

.

.

Note: Reliable communication and
continuous coordination among
units making smoke, units using
smoke, forward air warning assets,
and air defense systems are essential.
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Threat
Threat smoke doctrine states that
they willuse smoke whenever and
wherever the tactical situation permits. The extent they use smoke in
any offensive operation depends largely on the amount of time available to plan and coordinate for the
use of smoke in support of the
operation. Smoke usage is also dependent on other variables, such as
weather, terrain, and the tactical
situation. Nevertheless, we can
deduce several doctrinal norms for
our IPE in regard to Threat smoke
use in the offense. Expect the
Threat toUse an intense initial artillery
preparation with HE and smoKe
muni~ions fired for shock and suppresslOn
Use sustained HE fire to cause attrition to defenders; this also
creates large quantities of dust that
st~y aerosolized after three to four
volleys.
Place blinding HE dust and
smoke on or in front of defensive
positions.
.1Use smoke to deny acquisition,
degrade armor or antiarmor
gmoance systems, and with toxic
smokes create casualties.
.In the main attack area, make
smoke three to five times wider
than the zone of attack.

.

.
.

. On the Threat side of the FLaT,

use smoke pots and generators and
limited VEESS smoKe to
camouflage and protect the attacking force's advance from long-range
he1icop.ter and indirect fire.
On the US side of the FLaT,
use HE-created dust, proiected
WP jPWP smoke, and on-board
smoke to degrade acquisition and
armor or anharmor guidance systems.
Increase artillery tempo as attack
force ap'proaches the FLaT
Shift HE and smoke fire to isolate the zone of attack when the at-

.

.
.

tacker is 400 to 1,000 meters from
our defense.
Conduct the final assault unencumbered by their own obscurants

.
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.

Offensive

Smoke

After a Threat attacking force
passes through the FLOrto our
side of the FLaT, use consecutive
lines of fire with HE and WP jPWP
to provide additional blinding
smoke.

. Use VEESSj grenades

on the US

side of the FLaT only on command
of the company and battalion commander wnen required for additional protection.
Threat Smoke Example
The following example illustrates
the Threat's use of smoke in the offense. The example does not include considerafion of either terrain
or local meteorological conditions;
therefore, it ~slargely missio~,
enemy, terram, troops, and hme
available (METT-T) independent.
The example centers around the
type, extent, and time frame in
which the Threat would use
obscurants. The example does not
consider our countermeasures and
does not represent US Army
doctrine.
In meeting engagements, the
Threat attempts to seize the initiative to either overwhelm or force
the opponent into the defensive.
These tactics generally occur when
covering forces, guard forces,
patrols, and units moving to contact
encounter the enemy, either intentionalhl. or unintentionally. They are
normally conflicts of a few hours
duration. A meeting engagement
will probably occur more 1requently
than any oHler encounter and involve tne least amount of deliberate
use of smoke and obscurants.
A Threat reinforced motorized rifle
battalion (MR13) has penetrated our
defensive positions. A secondechelon unit has exploited the
breakthrough by continuing the

march into our rear area.At H - 9,
both sides have located each other,
with neither screening force large
enough to initiate comvat. Therefore,
th~ remain in contact until either
side can bringJorward a larger force.
The distance 13etween the opposing

Use
forward elements is 1,300 meters.
The CRP is. part of the reinforced
(MRC),
motorized rifle compa

which is part of a rein orced MRB.
The mission oj the F E is to destroy
our reconnaissance forces and to
destroy or fix our lead company,
thereby fixing our force in position.
Twenty minutes vehind the FSE is
the reinforced MRB (minus the advanced guard) that is to actually conduct the attack.
At H-hour supporting artillery
deploy and fire a WP round from
each of two 122-millimeter f{uns to
mark the enemy's flanks. The FSE is
moving forwara and will establish
the FrbT alonf{ the screen line of
the CRP. The aavanced guard is
moving forward at a rate of 30
kilometers per hour.
The artillery and mortar units begin
their fire at H + 1 minute, usinR HE
rounas on the objective. The FSE
has deployed along the FLaT with
its attached tank platoon in the northern sector.
At H + 9 minutes, the FSE's combat vehicles initiate camouflage
smoke with their VEESSs (Figure 1,
next page). The artillery and mortar
units increase their rate offire. Two
minutes later (H + 11 minutes) the
two platoons in the northern sector
shut off their VEESS and fire a half
volley of their smoke grenades. These
two platoons will distract attention
from the advanced guard, which will
conduct the actual attack along a
more southerly axis.
At H + 12 minutes, the MRB (-)
arrives at the FLaT and attacks
through the area where the two
motomed rifle platoons are still
~eneratin~ camouflagin~ smoke with
1heir VEESS. Each of £he two tank
platoons from the attacking force
now fires a half. volley of grenades.
The units that had previously fired
their grenades to distract attention
fire tne rest of their grenades and
begin to move forward.
At H + 13 minutes, the tanks
f!om the main attacking formation
fire the rest of their grenades as they

~
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Table 3. Total Threat rounds used in example.

No. of
Tubes
I
I
-.I

Type

I

--

1"-111111

6

or

I,£~

nUWILLt:I:i

120-mm Mortar

nt;;;

Threat defensive smoke use can
be grouped into two broad
categones. These are smoke for
protection from fire and smoke to
aisrupt and defeat advancing forces.

Examples of Threat smoke usage
for protection include the followmg
the maneuvers

of

their subunits of tanks, infantry, and
artillery.

. To conceal

engineer activities

still fallingon Ih£

56
I

~~~

000

0

24 WP
432 HE

24
360

For a list of total obscurant and ar-

objective (Figure
2, below).

tillery assets used by the Threat in
this example, see Table 3.

Defensive

. To ensure flank

Smoke

Use

and maneuver

Smoke to Disrupt
and Defeat
Advancing
Forces

security.

. 'To mislead

our forces on the dis-

position of second echelons and
reserves and planned counterattack
directions.
To conceal the withdrawal of the
battle outpost.

.
. To counter

for Protection

. To camouflage

0

72 AT

Threat

Smoke

Total

I.~;J

['~~:k~::__-

~~
10

I

-

-

The mortar and artillery units start
fir.ing an HE/WP mix at H + 15
mmutes.
At H + 16 minutes, Threat fire
shifts to the rear of the defensive positions to isolate our force.

continue to attack
forward. The feint
Rounds Rounds has stalled and is
now unobscured.
Available Used
HE rounds are
Total

our reconnaissance,

The Threat also will use smoke
while in the defense to slow, disrupt, and defeat our advancing forces. Several Threat writin}?;s
expressed concern over iaentifying
targets set against forest or brush
bacKgrounds. For this reason, the
Threat developed techniques involving the use of smoke and illumination rounds to serve as an artificial
background. This makes target identification easier. These techniques
involve firing mortar and/or artillery
smoke rounas 50 to 100 meters
beyond our advancing forces. Then
they place illumination rounds just

in-

telligence, target acquisition, and
weapon guidance and control systems.

. To protect targets from laser
. To blind our observation posts
and forward observers.
. To conceal engineer breaching
de~ators.

from our observation.
To screen replacements of firstechelon units and subunits under
conditions of good visibility.
To camouflage the approach of
their subunits for counterattack.

.

operations.

.

. To conceal aerial reference points.
. To defeat the light and heat ef-
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Figure 2. 1he FSE vehicles stop making smoke, and the MRB
emerges from the smoke in position to assault the objective.
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beyond the smoke to illuminate the
background from the rear. This
creates favorable conditions for observation and acquisition.
Also, Threat doctrine states that
smoke deprives our units, when
shrouded in smoke, of the
capabilitY to conduct observation of
the field of battle. Smoke will make
fire control and navigation more difficult. As a result, our attacking forces can stray off course from tne
specified directions and get mixed
up with each other. There is potential for us to reduce or not ann our
fire, creating favorable conditions
for Threat second echelons and
reserves to deploy, seize the initiative, and counterattack.

Threat Smoke Example
The best illustration of Threat
smoke use in the defense is a
Threat hasty defense versus a friendly deliberate attack. In the following
scenario, Threat forces have attacked and are well within our territory.
Threat forces have already made an
unsuccessful attempt to attack from
a position in contact.
The Threat force commander is
preparing to conduct an attack from
a position in contact. Before he can
initiate this attack we attack. Two
minutes after our forces begin their
preparatory fire, Threat artlilery uses
counterbat(ery fire with HE onto our
scout platoon.

Commander's
Even the most sophisticated
weapon systems are limited by terrain and weather. Prior plannmg by
the S2jG2, S3jG3, and the chemical
officer can increase the limitations
of enemy systems with man-made
obscurants. The commander will
have to decide how smoke and
obscurants will affect his ability to
conduct the direct fire fight. Given
the various types of EO aevices and
the number of visual and bispectral
obscurants that will be common on
any future battlefield, the answer to
thiS question is not easy. The
Soviets may not have thermal imagery sights on their weapon. systems. HOwever, other potenhal
adversaries are attempting to acguir~ or already have t~e systems.
Durmg any future conflict, you must
know Your enemv "What?'
"Wh en.7" "Wh er e.Ji" "H ow. 7" an d
"With how many?" will always be
the questions to answer. Otner
PIRs to determine the effects of
obscurants are theEO system capabilities of the
ememy force.
Extent of their employment:
whether on reconnaissance systems,
direct fire sy'stems, or all systems.

.
.

. Smoke

delivery

capabilities

of the

.
.

will en}<:ageus with HE munitions

f!om a 1n-millimeter multiple rocket
launcher.

Considerations

Extent of enemysmoke employment.
Directed-energy weapon
c~p_abilities

When their forces have identified
our axis of advavce, they begin to establish an obscuring line, USing WP
and illumination rounds approximateIV 150 to 200 meters in front of our
FLaT. When our attacKers emerge
from the smoke, Threat forces engage
them with ATGM weapon systems.
The Threat will establish a second
obscuring line approximatelv 900
meters iii front of our FLaT, using
HE and WP fire. Again, ATGM fIre
will engage our attacking forces when
we emerge from the smoke. As our
iorces reach the point 1,000 meters
from the the Threat's FLaT, they

of ilie enemy force.

Example 2 shows that the Threat
use of smoke degrades the enemy's
own force combat power when we
have ATGMs with thermal ~ights

We use smoke and obscurants to
attack Threat EO systems and to
protect our force. Smoke and
obscurants can change the number
of effective weapon systems available to either force. Once the commander decides to use smoke and
obscurants, the outcome of the battle and the proficiency of his intelligence, op,erations, and chemical
officers w1l1 determine the effectiveness of his weapons.
The four examples in Figure 3, on
the next page, illustrate how smoke
affects the number of enemy
weapon systems that can engage the
combat battalion. Example r
depicts the force ratio when smoke
is not used. In this example, the
standard force ratio is Threat forces

(for example, TOW II). TOW II
can see ana shoot through most
smokes. This increases our force
ratio (2.5:1) over that depicted in example 1 (1:6.4) by removmg all
Threat long-range direct fire
weapons wnile not significantly
degrading friendly long-range tank
mam gun (Ml) and missile shots
(IFV and ITV).
In example 3, we use smoke
against a high-technology threat.
Our use of smoke degrades the
Threat's combat power when we
have the TOW n. The force ratios
are the same as in example 2. In example 4, we use smoke against a
low-technology threat. ThiS
eliminates the Threat's ability to
fight the direct fire fight since none

6.4:1 over friendly forces. In ex-

of the enemy's long-range fire sys-

amples 2 througn 4, the same size
force uses equal amounts of smoke
and puts it in the same location.
However, the force ratio changes in
each example based on the relative
abilities of opposing weapon systems to see llirougn the smoke and
engage targets.

tems can see through smoke. In this
case, our force ratio sigp.ificantly increases (8:1). Friendly forces are
able to engage the Tnreat's entire
force.
We could describe an infinite number of combinations of smoke and
weapon usage; therefore, com-

enemy force.
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Force Ratio - Threat
Attacks With Smoke

Force RatioWithout Smoke

x

Tankll-S8
IFV-108
CFV-12
TOW 11--4

Tanks-640
AICV-525

Tanks-58
IFV-108
CFV-12
TOW 11--4

Tan ks---<J
AICV~
Can acquire wI
HIND-D-6
2SU23-16
PRP3-8
BRM-7
Arty C&R-40

Plu., can
acquire wI

X

GSR-4
VULCAN-9
CHAPARrAL-5

Example

1

Example 2

Force Ratio 1:6.4

Force Ratio

Force Ratio - Friendly

- Friendly

Defends With Smoke

Attacks With Smoke

X

Tanks-58
IFV-108
CFV-12
TOW 11-4
Plu., can
acquire wI
GSR-4
VULCAN-9
CHAPARRAL-5

Example 3

X

~

Force Ratio 2.5:1

Tankll-S8
IFV-108
CFV-12
TOW11--4
Plu., can
acquire wI

GSR-4
VULCAN-9
CHAPARRAL-5

Can acquire wI
HIND-D-6
2SU23-16
PRP3-8
BRM-7
Arty C&R-40

Force Ratio 2.5:1

Example 4

Force Ratio 8:1

Figure 3. How smoke can change force ratios in the attack and defense.
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manders must consider the followin[principles when using smoke:
'Smoke usage can change the number of effective weapon systems
available to either force.
Smoke effectiveness is directly related to the relative ability of

.

.

.

US Countermeasures to Threat
Threat smoke and obscurant use
has the potential for significantly
degrading both our defensive and offensive operations. In general, there
are two options availaole to counter
enemy smoke use: Move to alernate positions on the battlefield to
continue unimpaired operations, or
use EO devices that allow operations to continue under smoke.
Our forces must first understand
Threat doctrine regarding use of
smoke and obscurants to anticipate
when and where the Threat will
employ them on the battlefield.
Next, our commanders must train
their units to operate in periods of
limited visibility where target acquisition, navigation, and command
and control are confusing and difficult. Finally, we must train and
use tactics, techniques, and procedures that overcome or minlillize
the effectiveness of Threat smoke
and obscurant usage.

Obstacles
Obstacles placed along the
enemy's most likely avenue of advance can slow them, disrupting
their timetables. Preplanned fire on
these positions can 15ean effective
!l1eans of engaging ~he enemy even
m dense concentratlOns of smoke.
Acquisition devices that are less
sensitive to smoke and obscurants
can acquire the enemy at choke
Roints and/or barriers and then
airect engagement by direct and indirect fire. Obstacles can delay one
element of the attacking force, drawing an adjacent element into an
engagement area, unable to receive
supporting fire. Separation of forces
may also occur due to the enemy's
own use of smoke.
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your enemy to see and fire throu}?;h
smoke. Plan the battle accordingfy
and never leave smoke employment
to chance.

Threat direct fire systems to see
and shoot through smoke.
EmlJloying smoke improperly can
degrade friendly combat potentiaL
Wfien in doubt, employ smoke only
when you can see and fire througn
it. Know your ability and that of

Dispersion
Dispersing our forces laterallY and
in depth Rraces a greater burden on
at!acK~g fire. Combining dispersion
With ngorous counterreconnaissance
measures forces the Threat to expend more resources and take
greater risks in conducting attacks.
The more dispersed you are, the
more difficult and costly it is for
the Threat to bring blinding smoke
fire on your positions. Additionally,
dispersmg in depth aids in obtaining flankmg fire where the Threat
smoke is much less concentrated.

Deception
Tactical deception can cause the
Threat to ineffectively use smoke assets. For example, an effective ruse
might cause the e~emy to e~pend
greater resources m attemptmg to
olind friendly ~nners ana
camouflage tank movement. This
would reduce overall smoke effectiveness. Using deception means
may also cause the enemy to attack
in the wrong direction and become
silhouetted against their own smoke,
allowing us to effectively engage
their force without smoke degrading
our line of sight.
Friendly

Countersmoke

Friendly forces can use smoke and
obscurants to counter enemy use of
smoke as control measures or phase
lines. Friendly visual obscuranfs can
flood the area between friendly
defensive positions and enemy
smoke lines to disorient the enemy
and deceive them as to the actual
battle _positions. At the same time,
friendly units can engage the enemy

Use

of Smoke
using thermal imagers and direct
fire weapon systems.

Engagement
of Enemy Forces
in March Formation
The Threat does not plan as much
smoke to protect the force while
they are still behind the FLOT. If
we engage enemy march formations,
less enemy smoke use should enhance our fire.

Limited Visibility
Positions
Threat doctrine calls for the
Threat to lift all smoke when they
come within 1,000 meters of their
objective. Using alternate positions
forward of your main defense will
cause attritlOn in their attacking
force and disrupt their timetables,
creating surprise and confusion
when fuey emerge from their final
smoke screen. However, the use of
any alternate positions increases the
need for counlersurveillance and
counterreconnaissance measures.
Occupation of reverse slope positions coupled with alternate or
dummy positions on the forward
slolJe can cause the enemyto waste
artillery assets and give fnendly
defenders more time to react when
enemy attackers emerge from their
own smoke.

Stay-Behind

Forces

Stay-behind forces using nonlinear
tactics can engage an enemy from
their flanks and rear where they are
often unobscured.
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Positioning
of Observers and
Observation
Devices
Position forward observers, warning sy,stems, and ground/vehicle
laser locator designators
(G/VLLDs) where they are less likely to encounter obscuration during
the battle. The highest point of a
battle position normally offers the
best lines of sight for laser designators. However, because of the vulnerability of these G/VLLDs to
smoke and obscurants, commanders
should attempt to avoid blinding by
placing these devices on the flanks
of a battle position.

Targeting
of Enemy
Smoke Assets
In addition to passive countermeasures, we can also take active
steps to reduce the obscurant
threat. Using IPE with a thorough
understanding of how the enemy
employs smoKe assets{ we can deter-

mine fhe location of tnose smoke assets. Once located, enemy artillery
and smoke generator umts are extremely vumerable to friendly fire.
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Ground

Surveillance
Radar

Employ ground surveillance radar
(GSR)

with maneuver elements to

direct, identify, and locate targets in
smoke. Ensure our own obscurant
operations do not mask GSRs with
millimeter wave obscurants and that
GSRs can continue to provide targeting data to commanders when
smoke obscures other surveillance
means.

Use of Threat Smoke
to Conceal
Our Maneuver
When the Threat uses smoke between their forces and ours, we can
exploit the fact that they are as likely to be unable to see tfi.roughit as
we. We can use their smoke to aid
in obtaining surprise for our own attack or counterattack.

Use

Preplanned
Disengagements
Execute preplanned disengagement basea on remote signal
devices rather than visual cues. Use
a thorough IPE to establish the key
event for disengagement on your
decision support templates.

Air Defense

Positions

Position air defense assets where
they obtain the most benefit from
enemy smoke. Emplace systems requirin~ visual target acquisition (for
example, Vulcan and Stmger) on
high ground clear of the smoke.
Use tnem to look over the smoke
and el!gage low-flying helicopt~rs
and aircraft that sllhouette agamst
the smoke. Emplace air defense systems using thermal or millimeter
wave acquisition in the smoke to
mask missile launch points.

of Friendly
Aviation

Use friendly aviation assets to
identify, gaRs in smoke coverage.
Target hana-off procedures must
faciIitate air and ground target
engagement.
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Chapter 3

Offensive

The offense is characterized by
violence, concentration of friendly
forces, disruption of hostile forces,
and rapid transitions between different types of operations. Smoke

and obscurant use multiplies the
commander's ability to project combat power at the cnticar time and
place to defeat the enemy. Smoke
and obscurant use will support any

Historical
The most recent and perhaps
most siwificant example of smoke
in a combat multiplier role occurred during the 1973 Arab-Israeli
War. On 6 October 1973, at 1400
hours, Egyptian forces attacked

I
I~-

Operations

~e of offensive operation at any
level because smoKe generally
favors the attacker.

Perspective

rrepared Israeli positions defending
the west bank ofthe Suez Canal.
The Egyptians initiated the attack
bJ d~plqyin~ 200 attack a~rcraft into
the Smm to aestroy Israell com-

munications centers, airstrips, and
artillery positions (Figure 4).
Withm moments, Egyptian artillery
up with a maSSive barrage
°0 ened
high-explosive munitions and
blincfmg smoke. The Egyptians intended to
degrade the
ability of the Israelis to engage
targets and adjust artillery fire
with that blinding smoke. It accomplished its
rurpose with
Clevastating
results; it mduced a feeling
of total isolation
,
among defend1
ing Israeli units.
The fear caused
by the addition
of yellow smoke
to the ar.tillery
.,.,
preparahon
...
amplified the
r-.......
psychological effects of isolation. The
defenders
believed they

r

v

I

Figure 4. Egyptian assault crossing under smoke at the Bar-Lev Line in 1973. The Egyptian force, indicated by the darker arro}vs, crossed at mid...day under heavy smoke, Qnd surprised the Israeli forces.
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were being
gassed.
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Minutes later Egyptian armored
and artillery. ~ssets b~gan to depl~y
forward to fmng positions on their
side of the canal These units
engaged the Bar-Lev strongpoints
with airect fire while infantry units
conducted a forced crossing in dinghies under the cover of canistergenerated smoke. Air-mobile
operations placed commando units
10miles into the rear to disrupt
reinforcing echelons. Emtian engineer umts emplaced Diidges over
the canaL SmoKe from artillery,
canister, and smoke generator assets supported the engineer effort.

These actions demonstrated the
tremendous impact of smoke when
synchronized with a combined arms
assault. Within the first 24 hours of
the attack, the Egyptians accomplished the ciliriost impossible:
They had moved five divisions,
100,000 men, 1,020 tanks, and
13,500 vehicles across the canal and
established a bridgehead six miles
into the Sinai. The Israeli forces
lost 150 tanks, almost one-tenth of
their total in the Sinai. The blinding
smoke placed on the Bar-Lev
strongpoints effectively reduced the

Israeli ability to acquire targets and
spot for attack aircraft.
The Egyptian Army was eventually
driven D-ackand sustained considerable losses. Nevertheless, their
forced crossing of what the Israelis
believed to be the largest tank ditch
in the world was a complete success. The effect that smoke played
in that operation was significant.
While the crossing may nave been
effective without smoKe, the Egyptian forces could have sustained ~far
greater casualties, and the crossing
could have taken far longer to complete without the cover 01 smoke.

Tactics
The National Training Center
(NTC) is an area where smoke
training is possible on a large forceon-force scale. MG E. S. Le1and,
former commander of the NTC,
stated, "Smoke is a far more significant battlefield factor than
used to believe. It simply must be a
major planning consideration in
terms of ~oth friendly empl~yment
and reactlOn to enemy use.
Key insights from the NTC for the
offense inClude the following:
Smoke favors the attacker.
Smoke tightens attack formations.
We must capitalize on thermal imager capability.
We must p1an command and control without visual cues.
Training and rehearsal are the
keys to success.
Smoke and obscurants integrated
throughout the offensive framework
provide major contributions to combat power m deep, close, and rear
operations. In the offense, use
smoke toSupport maneuver by- Concealing maneuvering forces
from enemy observation.

r

.
.
.

.
.

.

-

Providing tactical surprise and al-

lowing the commander to set the
terms of combat.
-

Allowing the commander to mass

forces unoDserved.
Defeating enemy surveillance efforts.
-

Supporting the deception plan.
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Provide additional firepower by- Changing friendly to enemy force
ratios by using thermal imagers and
millimeter wave acquisition aevices
such as radars to see through visual
smokes and using smoke to isolate
defending and second-echelon forces.
- pefeatin~ enemy counterreconnaissance e1forts.
- Enhancing friendly target
acquisition efforts by silhouetting
enemy vehicles willi smoke and
using smoke and obscurants we can
see through but the enemy cannot.
Disrupting enemy maneuver and
reinforcement.
-

Disrupting the enemy's ability to

communicate.

.Protect the force by- Reducing friendly force vulnerability DY concealing support
forces from enemy observatlOn and
defeating enemy reconnaissance efforts.
- Concealing obstacle breaching.
-

Defeating enemy weapons by

defeating enemy target acquisition
efforts, defeating enemy guidance
systems, and negating standoff
capability of enemy long-range
direct fire weapons.
-. Degrading or defeating enemy
direcfed-energy weapons.

Use
Smoke and obscurant use in the offense ~equires careful.planning and
executlOn to prevent mterference
with movement, assault operations,
or target acquisition; to retain the
element of surprise; and to avoid silhouetting or drawing undue attention to friendly forces.
Smoke use is not without risks.
Our use of smoke must increase
friendly force survivability without
seriously de~rading operational
capabihties.lt must decrease Threat
force command, control, communications, and intelligence gathering capabilities (C31).
In addition to the general employment techniques detailed in Cnapter I, techniques to minimize
interference m the offense include
the following:
Use covered and concealed
maneuver techniques. Assume the
enemy can see through the smoke.
Do not take unnecessary risks with
the force.
Time smoke delivery with
decision points. Conduct a
thorough IPB and time your use of
smoke to key decision points in
x,°ur tactical plan: for example,
'When we reach Hill 285, we will
call for A Battery to fire smoke and
HE onto target XYI007 and sustain
that fire to oDscure enemy observa-

.

.
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tion of our flanking of Objective
White."
'Use unobscured weapons to overwatch. The overmatching elements
should have target acqmsition
devices such as thermal imagers
that can see through our own
smoke and engage the enemy. This
prevents surpnse and enhances the
ability to suppress enemy fire
during the assault.
Do not let y'our own smoke silhouette your forces. Never overrun
your smoke cloud prior to the final
assault. "Walk smoke in" towards
en~my positions wherever pos~ible.
ThiSensures your forces remam concealed and confuses the enemy as
to your exact location and intent.
Plan to engage through or
around the smoke. Plan to use
weapon systems that can acquire

.

.

.

Goal
Themain focus of smoke in the offense is to defeat enemy RSTA efforts, conceal maneuver and
support forces, and contribute to
tachcal deception operations. Our
intent is to deny the enemy information about the disposition and composition

of our forces which

provides surprise and security. It
also allows the commander the
flexibility to mass the forces required to conduct attacks. The next
section presents the tactics for
using smoke in offensive operations.
Appendix A contains tactical
decision aids for determining which
smoke delivery means to use against
the specific smoke targets covered

by

tliese

tactics.

and fire through the smoke. -Plan
limited visibilify positions for those
systems that smOKedegrades (for example, position target acquisition assets on flanks or aoove smoke).
Plan for enemy countermeasures.
Enemy forces will counter your
smoke use. Plan to intensifY your
counterreconnaissance and air
defense efforts. The enemy may use
counter smoke to confuse your commandand control, so aVOld reliance
on visual si~als. The enemy will increase use of indirect fire weapons
when direct fire target acquisition is

.

Therefore, plan artillery
counterbattery and countersmoke
fire after crossing the line of deparineffective.

ture I line of crossmg (LD ILC).
Plan for additional maneuver
time under smoke. Smoke slows
maneuver. Base the planning factor
on METT -T and the proficiency of
your unit to operate under smoke
as shown in previous combat (or
training) operations.
Verity enemy locations (respon-

.

.

sibility of reconnaissance). The
enemy can use both our smoke and
theirs to conceal movement to alternate positions or to break contact.
Aggressive reconnaissance before
and during the engagement will
allow you to shoof and remain in
contact.
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Phases
The phases of the offense are
preparati°!l' attack, exploitation,
ana pursmt.

Preparation
The preparation phase of offensive
operatlOns involves the concentrahon of attacking forces and associated support elements into
contact willi the enemy.
The overriding imperative in a
movement to contact is initiative.
Use smoke toConceal movement of maneuver
and support forces, allowing the
commander to mass forces unobserved.

.

.

Provide

tactical surprise, allowing

the commander to seize the initiative and set the terms of combat.
Defeat enemy reconnaissance and
counterreconnalssance
efforts.
C~nceal obstacle breaching or
crossmg.
Smoke employment tactics in the
pre1Jaratiqn phase are the follmying:
:Screenmg smoke. Use screenmg
smoke to conceal maneuver and
obstacle breaching or crossing. Use
smoke in the main body area and
along the flanks to conceal movemenf. You must carefully control
the smoke to prevent silhouetting

.

.

.

your units. Begin making smoke
prior to crossmg the line of departure to confuse the enemy as to the
actual location and size of the force.
Protecting smoke. Use protecting
smoke as required to defeat enemy
ATGMs and air defense systems.
Obscuring smoke. Use obscuring
smoke to defeat enemy reconnaissance and counterreconnaissance
efforts. Use projected smoke means
to deliver smoke mixed with high-explosive rounds before the enemy

.

.

can pinpoint your units. Plan o15scuring fireoased on decision points for
the enemy, isolating and confusing
their reconnaissance forces.
Marking smoke. Use smoke to
mark enemy targets for rapid
destruction or to reduce tne poten-

.

tial for firing on friendly

forces.

. Smoke for deception. Use this

smoke to draw attention to areas of

littleorno importance. Create largearea smoke away from the main
body. Consider using smoke mixed
with high-explosiverounds to conduct preparatory fire on dummyobjectives.
Figure 5, on the next page, illustrates smoke employment in the
preparation phase.
Attack
A hasty attack will normally immediately follow a movement to conff the contact reveals an
overwhelmingly superior enemy
force, or ournas~ attack is unable
to either outflank or overcome the
enemy defense, we will conduct a
deliberate attack. In the attack
phase, use smoke toProvide tactical sUlprise, allowing
the commander to seize the initiative early.
Conceal movement of maneuver
'
and support forces, allowing the
commander to mass forces unobserved. Smoke must provide the
commander with the ability to concentrate the maximum possible
shock and violence agamst the
enemy.
Rum the enemy commander's
synchronization.
tact.

.
.

.
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I C?nceal
obstacle breaching or
names as for the preparation phase,
tion of reserves. Use self-defense
crossmg.
and generated-smoke means to
but read on.
Defeat enemy target acquisition,
deliver smoke across danj?;er areas
Obscuring smoke. Use obscurinj?;
weapon guidance, and directed-enerand to the flanks of the force to
smoke to isOlate the objective andlimit enemy observation and engagecomplement countermobility efforts.
'hYweapon systems.
-The overriding imperative in hasty
ment.
Use it also to defeat enemy target
attacks is agility. Therefore, smoke
Marking smoke. The tactics are
acquisition and guidance systems
use in a hasty attack must assist the
the same as in the preparation
ana defeat reconnaissance and
commander to fix and contain the
phase.
counterreconnaissance efforts. Use
enemy, deploy into combat formaProtecting smoke. The tactics are
projected smoke means to deliver
tions, and maneuver additional forthe same as in the preparation
smoke mixed with high-explosive
ces to the flank and rear where the
phase.
rounds in front of tne objective, beenemy is destroyed by fire or asDeceptive smoke. The tactics are
tween enemy formations, on idensault.
the same as in the preparation
tified forward observers, and on
Smoke employment tactics in a
phase.
ATGM and tank unit positions
hasty attack include obscuring
The overriding imperative for the
before the enemycan pinpoint your
smoke, screening smoke, marking
deliberate attaCk is sJ'l:lchronization.
units as targets. Use smoRe mixed
smoke, protecting smoke, and
Therefore, smoke use in the
with scatterable mines for counterdeceptive smoke:
deliberate attack must assist the
mobilitY. behind enemy positions.
.Obscuring smoke. Use obscuring
commander to fix and maneuver
Use it also between tfte enemy firstsmoke to isOlate the objective,
against the enemy and prevent the
echelon, reserve, and seconddefeat enemy target acquisition and
enemy from breaking contact. It
echelon forces. The critical activity
guidance systems, and aefeat reconmust also force penetration of the
in planning obscuring fire in the
naissance and counterreconnaisenemy's defense and prevent reinfordeliberate attack is synchronization
sance efforts. Use projected smoke
cement or counterattack by enemy
of all direct fire, fire support,
means to deliver smoKe mixed with
reserves or second -echelon forces.
smoke suppo~t, and engineer assets
high-explosive rounds in front of
Smoke employment tactics in a
to create maXlffium combat power.
the objective; between enemy formadeliberate attack have the same
tions; and on identified forward observer, ATGM, and
~~
OBJECTIVE BRAVO
tank unit positions
before the enemy
3 ~,~
IJM1.:L:1.
~ ~
2~144
can pinpoint your
~.
"'\. "...""units as targets.
Using projected
smoKe as
countersmoke and
to isolate the objective can significantly interfere with the
enemy
commander's
synchronization.
Screening smoke.
r.n
Use screening
smoke to conceal
PL SABER
maneuver as you
bypass small pockets of resistance
1-36~
and breach
obstacles. Use it
AXIS DEATH
also along the
I
flanks to protect
Figure 5. Ihis example of employment in the preparation phase uses mechanized smoke units
the force and in the
on the flanks of Axis Death to protect the force. Projected smoke and HE fired at TAls blind
rear to conceal disthe enemy recan assets and isolate enemy fonnations from each other. By suppressing enemy
position and composi-

.
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RSTA e;)orls, the brigade can dose on the enemy without significant losses.
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Screening smoke. Use screening
smoke to conceal maneuver as you
cross the line of contact, bypass
small pockets of resistance, or
bypass or breach obstacles; along
tne flanks to protect the force; and
in the rear to conceal disposition
and composition of reserves. Use
large-area generated smoke to conceal passage of lines and confuse
the enemy concerning the disposition and composition of your force.
Reconnaissance of enemy obstacles
is critical to ensure timely employment of large-area smoke to conceal breachmg or crossing of
obstacles. Use self-defense and
generated-smoke means to deliver
smoke across danger areas and to
the flanks of the force to limit
enemy observation and engagement.
Marking smoke. Use markmg
smoke to mark enemy targets for
rapid destruction or to reduce the
potential for firing on friendly forces. Use projected smoke means
such as nelicopter rockets to mark
close and deep targets for enga~ement by close air support aircra1t.
.Protecting smoke. If the enemy
has known or suspected directedenergy weapon capability, concealing your force in a blanKet of oil
smoke will attenuate some of the
energy. In the far term, using largearea projected smoke containing millimeter wave obscurants directly on
the enemy positions will reduce our
vulnerability to directed-energy
weapons,
S-moke for deception. Use supporting smoke to draw attention
away from the main effort to areas
of little or no importance. Use
generated-smoke means (in a
deliberate attack, the best means
may be smoke pots and generators)
to create smoke away from the
main body. The deception story
must be integrated into the overall
tactical plan for smoke use to be effective.

.

.

Exploitation
Commanders should plan to follow every attack by bold exploitation to keep the enemy under
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pressure, compound their disorganization, ana erode their will to
resist. The overriding imperative in
exploitation is deptn. In the exploitation phase, use smoke toRuin the enemy commander's

.
. Isolate enemy forces, allowmg.

sYTI:chronization.
.

the
commander to keep the enemy m
contact and under pressure.
.,Conceal movement of maneuver
and support forces, allowing the
commander to protect logistical
units and convoys required to sustain the momentum of the exploiting force.
'Defeat enemy target acquisition,
weapon guidance, and directed-energy weapon systems. This is particularly important as the
exploitation force bypasses or contains small groups of enemy forces.
Smoke employment tactics in the
exploitation phase use the same five
types of smoke as follows:

.

.I

Obscuring

smoke. Use obscuring

smoke to complement countermobilitY. efforts, defeat enemy target
acquisition and guidance systems,
ana isolate enemy forces for
piecemeal destruction. Use
projected means to deliver smoke
mixed with high-explosive rounds
onto targets between enemy formations, onto enemy units as they attempt to regroup, and in front of
enemy strongpomts as you bypass
them. Use smoke mixea willi scatterable mines behind movin~ enemy
formations to imRede their ability fo
break contact ana to compound
their disorganization.
Screening smoke. Use this smoke
to conceal maneuver and support
forces and defeat enemy target acquisition and guidance systems. As
protection of supplies and sURport
units is essential to maintain tfie
rapid tempo of the exploitation,
pnority of effort for smoke assets
must go to sustainment activities.
Use generated-smoke means to
deliver smoke onto key logistics activities and to protect convoys. Use
self-defense ana generated-smoke
means to conceal maneuver units as
they bypass or harass enemy forces.

.

.

Marking smoke. Use marking
smoke to mark targets for destruction, identify bypass routes, and signal for battlefield activities. Use
projected smoke means to deliver
smoke onto identified enemy
strongpoints or larger formations
and to signal forces to consolidate
on a particular objective or rally
point. As exploitation force commanders rely heavily on air cavalry
units for reconnaissance, helicopterdelivered smoke rockets will provide the best delivery system. Use
generated-smoke means to mark
Bypass routes (for example, scouts
could drop smoke pots at 100- to
200-meter mtervals along a bypass
route).
Protecting smoke. The risk of
nuclear weapon use increases when
conventional means are ineffective
in stopping our advance. If the
enemy nas known or suspected
nuclear or directed-energy weapon
caRability, concealing your logistics
activities in oil smoKes may attenuate some of the energy.
Supporting smoke for ractical
deception. USe sup-porting smoke to
keep the enemy off-balance and to
draw attention away from critical
sustainment activities. Use
generated-smoke means to deliver
smoke to multiple locations to the
rear of the exproitation force to
force the enemy to expend resources to target logistical activities.

.

.

Pursuit
As the enemy becomes demoralized and their formations begin to
disintegrate, exploitation may
develop into pursuit. Commanders
attempt to annihilate the enemy
force using a direct pressure force
that keeps the enemy units in flight
and an encircling force to envelop,
cut off, and destroy or capture tfie
fleeing enemy force. In tlie pursuit,
use smoke toRuin the enemy commander's
synchronization, denying the enemy
time to reorganize a conesive
defense. If tne enemy is able to establish a perimeter, smoke must
help to defeat enemy target acquisi-

.
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tion, weapon guidance, and directedenergy weapon sy-stems.
Isolate enemy forces, allowing the
commander to keep the enemy ill
contact and under pressure.
Conceal movement of maneuver
forces, allowing the commander to
envelop the enemy force.
SmoKe emplo~ent tactics in the
pursuit include the following applications of the five basic smoKe
types:
Obscuring smoke. The tactics are
the same as ill the exploitation
phase. Additionally, use generated
smoke from the direct pressure

force towards the enemy to obscure
their observation while giving the encircling force freedom 01 maneuver.
When ill place, the encircling force
could use generated smoke towards
the enemy to obscure our forces, silhouette ilie enemy, and generally increase the enemy commander's
sYI!chroniza tion problems.
Screening smoke. Use screening
smoke to conceal maneuver forces
and defeat enemy target acquisition
and guidance systems. Since the encircling force generally advances on
paralle1 routes, screening smoke
along the flanks of the encircling

.

.

.

.

m

force can conceal their maneuver.
However, since smoke draws attention, you may risk losing the element of surprise. Use self-defense
and generated-smoke means to conceal maneuver units as they bypass
or attack enemy forces.

. Marking

smoke. The tactics are

the same as in the exploitation
phase.

. Protecting

smoke. The tactics are

the same as ill the exploitation
phase.
Smoke for deception. Use this
smoke to keep the enemy offbalance and to support hasty attacks if the enemy is able to
establish a perimeter. Use
smoke generators to deliver
smoke fo multiple locations
creating false passage points
and to draw attention away
from the main effort.
Figure 6, below, illustrates
smOKe employn:ent in the
exploitation and pursuit
phases.
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Figure 6. In this pursuit phase example, we are using FASCAM at choke points behind
the enemy formation. As the enemy nears the choke points, artillery-delivered HC
smoke furthe; delays and complicates enemy command and control. Our lead task
force in the direct-press7Ir?force mixes HE and WP on the enemy formation, delaying
it. The artilleryfires HC smoke on the flanks to mark the flanks and to protect the
movement of the encircling force. As the enemy emerges from the smoke in EA Fox,
they are silhoutted against it and engaged by our direct fire weapons.
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Scenario

The following scenario illustrates possiDle smoke
emplo)'ill;ent options in the
offense, from the preparation through the pursuit
phases. It aepicts a
mechanized infantry heavy
brigade conducting the
movement to contact. The
brigade is the 2d Brigade,
54th Infantry Division (M).
Smoke dehvery means include the direct support artillery battalion, battalion
mortars, smoke generator
platoon, VEESS, smoke
pots, smoke grenades, and
aviation assets on-call. Field
expedient smoke delivery
means include smoke pots
strapped to armored
vehicIes with electrical ignition wires running inside
the vehicle.
2d Brigade will conduct a
movement to contact commencing at H-hour today.
The commander's intent is
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to reestablish contact with the enemy,
seize the brigade objective, and exploit any success onto the division
objective. The brigade objective is Objective Fox. The brigade's follow-on
o~j~ctive is. O~jec~zve T~ck..The
dzvzslOn oblectzve zs ObJectzve Midas

some 40 kzlometers beyond the line
of dep-arture.
Intelligence indicates that the
enemv zs the 1st Guard Motorized
Rifle Division, 2d Combined Arms
Army, which relieved another
motorized rifle division and is conducting a meeting engagement from
the march. The enemy zs marching
by regiments, with three regiments in
front and a combined arms reserve
mstead of a second echelon. Terrain
is fairly open to the west of Hill 268
but is restricted to the east of Hill
352. The enemy has excellent observation and fields of {ire from both
hills. Figure 3-6 itlustrates the disposition of forces as of H-1 hour.
At R- 24 hours, the commander issues the restated mission and his
planning guidance. The bri~ade
chemical officer, 52, and F50 go to
the intelligence cell and begin target
development.
The briKade chemical officer has
completea his estimate at H -18
hours and provides a draft target list
to the F50. While the brigade chemical officer briefs the commander, the
brigade chemical NCO continues
smoke target analysis in coordination
with the smoke platoon leader.
At H -15 hours, the brigade chemical officer, F50, and smoke platoon
leader finalize the smoke support
plan. This includes a draft smoke
support annex to the brigade OPORD.
Preparation Phase
(Movement to Contact)
Prior to H-hour the security force
and flank security elements prepare
expedient smoke devices usm~ smoke
rots strapped onto their vehicles. The
Jire support p-Ian includes quick
smoke to isolate the enemy combat
reconnaissance patrols (CRPs), so
WP and HC smoke ammunition is
p-re-positioned forward of the artillery
battalion in the security force area.
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~he.fire support plan also calls for
avzatlOn assets to use smoke rockets
to mark the ~aps between the enemy
CRPs and F5Es. The 53 (air) has
coordinated for the attack helicopter
squadron to carry extra WP rockets
in their first two sorties. The smoke
platoon initially travels with the main
body and has on-board capability to
make smoke for 70 to 140 minutes.
At H-hour, our forces cross the line
of departure.
Thzrty minutes fater, aviation reconnaissance si~hts the lead elements of
the enemy CRP. When the CRP is
within 3,000 meters of the security
force, the artille!J battalion fires HE
and smoke (He) in front of each
CRP.
At H + 35 minutes, the security
force sights the CRP through the
smoke using thermal imagers. The
security force then attempts tofix the
CRP by enf<agingit with direct fire
weapons tHrough the smoke.
At H + 36 mznutes, the security
force will also locate and mark
bypass routes. The security force igmtes smoke pots and drops them off
at 200-meter intervals to mark and
conceal the byp'ass.

The smoke platoon moves toward
the LD at H + 36 minutes. NOTE:
The smoke platoon should always
remain behmd the security force.
At H + 38 minutes, the aviation
reconnaissance and security force
sight the enemy F5E. The F5E is
movin~ forwara to establish the
FLor along the screen line of the
CRP.
At H + 39 minutes, the maneuver
battalion mortars begin to fire HE
and WP on top of and in between
the CRPs. The artillery battalion
shifts fire to the area between the
FSEs and CRPs, obscuring with a
mix of HE and He.
The smoke generator platoon be~ins
to make smoke at H + 40 minufes
at the LD. In addition, the flank
security force on the eastern flank ignites ana dumps its smoke pots
within 500 meters of the LD.
At H + 40 minutes, the security
force combat vehicles initiate screening smoke with their VEE55. The ar-

tillery and mortar units increase their

rateof fire.
At H + 45 minutes, the main body
crosses the LD. The main body
maneuvers to the west of the smoke
along the bypass route (Figure 7, on
the next page).
Attack Phase
The movement to contact has
developed into an actual enga~ement.
The commander seizes the mz1iative
and orders the bri~ade to attack
toward Objective Fox. The main attack is in the west along Axis Andy.
The supporting attack zsin the east
along Axis Tony. The bri~ade will
c~nsolidate on the objective and contmue the attack towards the division
objective.
At H + 46 minutes, the artillery
shifts fire f!om the area between the
CRP and F5E to the area between
the F5E and advanced guard (AG),
obscurin~ the target witn a mixture of
HE and He. Also, the mortars shift
fire from the CRP to between the
CRP and F5E, obscuring with a mixture of HE and WP.
When the main attack has cleared
the LD, the securitY force elements in
the west turn off thezr VEE55. At the
same time the supporting attack force
enKa s the enemy F5E and AG
wzTh ankin fire.
At
+ 5Wminutes, the artillery
shifts fire from the area between the
FSE and AG to the area between the
AG and the main body in the west,
and onto the objective in the east.
The artillery continues tofire a mix
of HE and He.
Also at H + 50 minutes, the mortars shift fire from the area between
the CRP anaF5E to the area between the F5E and AG, obscuring
with a mix of HE and WP.
At the same time, the smoke
platoon stops making smoke. This
will ensure the objecfive itself is unobscured during the assault.
The main attack force is in position
to make the assautt on the objective
at H + 55 minutes. The artillery
shifts fire to the regimental main
bo'dy beyond the objective, now firing
only HE. The rnortars shift fire onto
the AG in the center and in the west,

~
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obscuring and isolating them
with HE and WP mix.
At H + 1 hour, the main
attack force assaults the objective. Artillery and mortars
continue to fire on the
enem}j main body, isolating
the objective from externaf
Support.
Exploitation Phase
The enemy-resistance is
crumblinf{. 2d Brigade has
signifisanlly disrupted. the
enemy s synchronIzatlOn and
has the imtiative. Upon securing the brigade objective, the
bn:z:aderapidly consolidates
ana the commander orders
them to continue the attack.
The brigade's follow-on objective IS to secure Objective
Jack and destroy the remnants of the enemy division
artillery group (DAG). The
main attack IS in the east
along Axis Stef, with the supporting attack in the center
alon:z:Axis Gay.
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AfH + 1.25~hours, the

mortqr? begin. to fire on t~e
remaining regImental main
bodies, obscurin:z: them with
a mixture of HE and He.
At the same time, the artillery begins to fire scatterable
mmes and HE and HC mix
into the area behind the firstechelon re.giments. This isolates the fIrst echelon from
the combined arms reserve
and delays their retreat.

At H + 1.5 hours, the
smoke platoon beRins to
make smoke in tHe west of
the sector to isolate the remnants of the easternmost firstechelon regiments from {he
other first -echelon regiment.
This further disrupts the
enemy commander 's
synchronization, command,

and control.
The main and supporting attack forces begun movin:z:
towards Objective Jack, Keeping the enemy under pressure.
TFiey will bypass any enemy
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Main
Body

EJ~
Figure 7. In this attack scenario, we are using the mechaniud smoke platoon to
produce a large-area smoke cloud to isolate enemy regiments in the east from each
other. The security force vehicles use their VEESSs to conceal the movement of the
main body behind the LDILC. Projected smoke, fired at TAls and known enemy positions, obscures enemy RSTA and protects the force as we begin to cross the LD/LG.
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forces thf)!, encounter, with the
brif{ade follow-on forces containing
ana destroyinR pockets of enemy forces bypassed £51fthe main body.
At H + 1.75 hours, the mortars
and artillery shift tofire behind the
first-echelon regiments and onto Objective Jack, respectively. Both mortars and artillery will fire a mix of
HE and WP for obscuration ana
lethality.
The mortars shifj fire onto Obiective Jack at H + 2 hours, and the exploitation force positions for the final
assault on the objective.
At H + 2.10 hours, the mortars
and artillery shift fire beyond Objective Jack. The main attack force assaults the objective, destroying the

enemyVAG.
Pursuit Phase
By H + 2.25 hours, it is obvious
that the enemy can no 10n.Rfrmaintain their position, and 2d-Brigade is
capturinf{ significant numbers of soldiers ana equipment. The enemy
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resistance has crumbled. The enemy
is now in full flight.
Upon securmg the brigade followon objective, the brigade rapidly consolidates, and the commander orders
them to conduct the pursuit. The
direct pressure force moves rapidly
forward along all available roads,
bypassing small enemy pockets of
resistance. The encirclmf{ force p(ans
to move raPid to the division objective and cut 0 the enemy retreat.
At H + 2.5 hours, avzation assets
locate and mark the larger enemy formations with WP rockets. The mortars and artil! ery assets with the
direct pressure force then fire successive belts of scatterable mines behind
these larger formations. They also

~

fire HE anaHC mix onto the formations tofurther slow them and complicate command and control.
At H + 2.75 hours, the encircling
force leaves its assemb~1farea,
moving rapidly along tTiewestern
flank towards the division objective.
By H + 3.5 hours, the encircling
force has bypassed and outdistanced

the entire enemy formation. The encircling force commander now establishes a hasty defense, blocking the
enemy's escaperoute.
At H + 3.75 hours, the smoke
platoon starts its third mission. The
smoke platoon begins to make a
smoke curtain across the enemy's escape route, while the artillery and
mortars from the direct pressure force
stop firing smoke. This allows tlie
direct pressure force to engage the
enemy with direct fire weapons that
are un obscured while concealing the
encircling force's preparations.
At H + 4.25 hours, the enemy is
forced into an engagement area between the direct pressure and encircling forces. The smoke from the
smoke generator r.latoon silhouettes
the enemy forc or attack by the
direct pressure orce. At the same
time, the encir ing force is able to

~

enga~e enem1Lforces throu,gh the
smoKe or as tJiey emerf{e 1!.om the
smoke on the other siae. The enemy
is destroyed and forced to surrender.
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Chapter 4

Defensive

Defensive operations retain
ground, gain time, deny the enemy
access to an area, and damage or
defeat attacking forces. SmoKe and
obscurant use multiplies the

commander's ability to disrupt
enemy attacks, seize the inihative,
and project combat power at the
critical time and place to defeat the
enemy. Smoke and obscurant use

Historical
During World War II, large-area
smoke denied the Germans observation for directing accurate, indirect
fire onto the US Fifth Army at
Anzio. The 24th Decontammation
Company landed at Anzio on D
day, eqmpped with Ml smoke generators, M4 smoke pots, and eight
Navy Besler generarors.

on its first night ashore the unit
smoked the beaches and anchorage.
Within two days they had set up a
smoke line nearly 2 miles long. As
the beachhead forces expanded,
other smoke troops, includinJ; a
British unit and the US 179tfi
Smoke Generator Company, moved
to Anzio to increase tne Size of the
cloud. Initially, smoke at Anzio was
intended to oe part of the antiaircraft screen. This included
making smoke at night, when flares
dropped by lead planes appeared to
be exringmshed as they dropped
into the smoke.
The Fifth Army's VI Corps began
an end run that bogged down. The
Germans contained the beachhead
from its establishment on 22
January 1944 until the Allied
breakout the following May. Experience showed that a favorite
enemy tactic was low-level bombing
attacKs at dawn and dusk. Consequently, it soon became standard
practice to smoke the port at dawn
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Operations

will support any type of defensive
operatlOn. Used correctly it will
overcome any initial advantage of
the attacker.

Perspective

and dusk and during red alerts for
antiaircraft defense.l'he Luftwaffe
made at least one raid each night
until mid-February, when the artillery fire increased. The Allies used
8-inch howitzers to demolish
farmhouses suspected of harboring
German observers. They fired
smoke from chemical mortars and
small-caliber artillery onto nearby
ridges and towers.
Yet, enemy observers had an unrestricted View of the entire harbor
from the mountains in the background for pinpoint firing with longrange ~s. Allliough the entire
beachhead was witfiin range of
enemy g1!ns, the Allies faifed to
obscure the beachhead itself in
January and February. The air
defense, artillery; and naval commanders were atraid that smoke on
the beachhead itself would interfere
with observation for friendly fire
and with unloading the ships at
anchorage. From 22January to 10
February alone, the Allies took
average daily losses of almost 28
tons of ammunition from enemy
long-range fire and bombing.
To reduce these losses, the corps
chemical staff and chemical unit
commanders, with the approval of
the VI Corps commander, MG
Lucian K. Truscott, developed a
new technique for use of tfie

mechanical

smoke generators.

The

technigue resulted m the production of a light haze between the harbor and the front lines. The haze
was thin enough to permit normal
operations within it and thick
enough to prevent German observation from the encircling hills.
On 18 March 1944, tne 179th
Smoke Generator Company moved
from the harbor to forward positions. The smoke line formed a 15mile arc around the port (Figure 8,
on the next page), with 22 possible
positions on land. Based on wind
airection, 19 of those 22positions
had smoke generators. Also, two
generators were mounted on Navy
patrol craft in the harbor. The
smoke generator positions were at
I,OOO-meterintervals just beyond
the antiaircraft p'ositions of the port
and just short 01 the field artillery
observation posts. The latter
prevented enemy observation from
the flanks of the concave harbor.
The smoke sections began operations 1;2hour before dawn and
made smoke until 14 hour after sunset every day from 18 March until
after the breakout in May 1944.
During this period, the Allied
troqps at Anzio were able to unload" an average of 3,500 tons of supplies daily.
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Tactics
The National Training Center
(NTC) is an area where smoke
employment is possible on a large
force-on-force scale. Key insights
from the NTC for the defense include the following
Smoke compresses the battlefield
with engagements fought at shorter
ranJ?;~.
We must use alternate weapon
positions in smoke.
:Smoke employment requires
more detailed pIanning.
Smoke can be used in deception,
at DiJ;0t, and for obstac~e ~eduction.
.
Uiuts that do not tram m smoke
do not perform welL
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Smoke and obscurants integrated
throughout the defensive framework
provide major disruptions to enemy
synchronization providing windows
of opportunity for our forces to
seize the initiative and set the terms
of combat. In the defenseUse smoke to support maneuver
by . .
.
- cqncea 1mg dlsengagmg an d
movmg forces.
- Slowing and disrupting enemy
movemenl
- Isolating attacking echelons.
- Conceafmg engineer operations
and defensive preparations.
In addition, use tl1e guidance in

.

)

Chapter 3 for additional ways to
sugport maneuver.
Dse smoke to provide additional
firepower by disrupting enemy command and control and forcing the
enemy to mass, thus providing a
lucrahve target. Other ways are
identical to those in offensive operations. See Chapter 3.
Use smoke to protect the force
in the same way as in offensive
operations. See Chapter 3.
In addition to the general techniques listed in Chapters 1 and 3,
techniques to minlffiize interference
in the aefense include the following
.Verify enemy locations (responsibility of reconnaissance).
- The enemy can use both our
smoke and theirs to conceal move-

Uses

~
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Figure 8. Smoke unit positions at Anzio Beachhead after 18 March 1944.
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ment to alternate positions or to
break contact.
-

Aggressive

reconnaissance

before

and during the engagement will
allow you to shoof and remain in
contact.
- You can use aviation assets to
spot and mark enemy targets for
destruction by indirect ana direct
fire.
Plan and use all sensor and
viewer capabilities. Consider placing ground surveillance radar, air
de1ense weapons, and target acguisition radars on the flanks or higfi
ground to acq~ire ~argets thro:ugh
the smoke. Mamtam commumcations between these systems and
both direct and indirect fire elements. Use the acquisition element

.

to observe and adjust direct and indirect fire at targets.
Plan for enemy countermeasures.
Enemy forces will counter your
smoke. The enemy may use
countersmoke to confUse our command and control, so avoid reliance
on visual sigpals. The enemy will increase use of indirect fire weapons
when direct fire target acquisition is
ineffective. Therefore, plan artillery
counterbattery and countersmoke
fire when you stop or delay the
enemy.

.

Goal
As in offensive operations, the
main focus of smoke in the defense
is to defeat enemy target acquisition
and reconnaissance, and to conceal

Elements
The five complementary elements
of the defense are deep operations
forward of the FLOT, security force
operations forward and to the
flanks of the defending force, defensive operations in the main battle
area (MEA)( reserve °2erations in
support of me main defensive effort, and rear operations.

Deep

Operations

In the defense, deep operations
are aimed at preventmg the enemy
from concentrating overwhelming
combat power by, disrupting their
momenfum and destroymg The
coherence of their attack. In deep
operations, use smoke to :Force the enemy to deploy into

.

our strength. .

. :Defeat or d1Srupt command

and

control efforts.
.:Isolate reinforcing echelons from
the assault force.
Smoke emploY1]1enttactics in deep
operations are 1dentical to those in
offensve operations (preparation
phase). See Chapter 3.
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of Defense

Security Force
Operations
The fundamental purposes of
security force operations are to
defeat and destroy enemy reconnaissance forces force the enemy to
deploy, confirm the direction and
strength of the enemy attack toward
the main body, and DUYtime for the
main body to deploy forward and
laterally. Use smoke in security
force operations toConceal movement of maneuver
and support forces, allowing the
commander to mass forces unobserved.
.Provide tactical surprise, allowing
the commander to se1ze the initiative and set the terms of combat.
Defeat enemy reconnaissance and
counterreconna1ssance efforts.
. IConceal obstacle emplacement.
The first part of the defensive battle that .th~ friendly commm:der
must wm 1Scounterreconna1ssance.
Counterreconnaissance is an integral part of the securigr mission.
The focus of the Threat's reconnaissance is to confirm or deny the dispositions and intentions of our

.

.

maneuver and support forces. Our
intent is to deny the enemy information about the disposition and composition of our forces. That allows
us to gain time, concentrate forces
elsewnere, control key or decisive
terrain, and wear down enemy for\es as a prelude to offensive operahons.
Our overall goal is to improve the
~9fi1!TIm:der'sab~lity to r~tain his in1hahve m operahons agamst a potentially numerically superior force.
Appendix A contains tactical
deClsion aids for determining which
smoke delivery means to use against
the specific smoke targets covered
by the tactics for using smoke in
defensive operations.

force. Use smoke as an active
counterreconnaissance measure to.Fix the enemy reconnaissance
force.
Mark the enemy reconnaissance
force for destructlOn with direct
and indirect fire weapons.
Deny the enemy reconnaissance
force information about the disposition, composition, or intent of
friendly forces.
Smoke emplo)'!l1ent tactics in
counterreconnaissance are the following:
Screening smoke. Use screening
smoke to conceal maneuver and
obstacle emplacement. Use smoke
in the secunty force area and along
the flanks to conceal movement.
Use smoke forward of the battle
hand over line to allow the security
force to disengage. You must carefully control tfie smoke to prevent
silhouetting your units.
Protecting smoke. Use protecting
smoke to defeat enemy antitank ana
air defense systems.
Obscuring smoke. Use projected
smoke mixeCiwith high-explosive
rounds before the enemy can pinpoint your units. Plan oDscuring fire
based on decision points for the
enemy to isolate and confuse their

.

.

.

.

.
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reconnaissance forces. Planobscuring fire during the battle hand over
to allow the security force to dis~ngage and pass through friendly
lmes unobserved.
JMarking smoke. Use marking
smoke to mark enemy targets for
rapid destruction or to reduce the
potential for firing on friendly forces. Aviation reconnaissance assets
are particularly useful to spot the
reconnaissance force and mark it
with helicopter-delivered smoke
rockets.
:Smoke for deception. Uses are
identical to those m offensive operations (preparation phase). See Chapter 3. Figure 9, below, shows smoke
employment in security operations.
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The decisive battle usually takes
place in the MEA. The defender
concentrates the strongest possible
forces for decisive achon against
the enemy main effort. Use smoke
to Defeat enemy target acquisition
efforts without degrading our own
ability to acquire a1].qengage.
Create opportumhes for com-

~
~

.

Once the enemy is in the engagement area of our Choosing, prevent
them from breaking contact so we
can destroy them immediately.
Smoke empl°Y!TIent tactics m the
MEA are the followi1!g:
Obscuring smoke. Use obscuring
smoke to isolate the engagement
area and counterattack or spoiling
attack objectives, defeat enemy target acquisition and guidance systems, and defeat reconnaissance
and counterreconnaissance efforts.
Use projected smoke means to
deliver smoke mixed with high-explosive rounds in front of the objective; between enemy formations;
and on identified forward observer,
ATGM, and tank unit positions
before the enemy can pinpoint your
units as targets. Using projected
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protecting that critical asset from interdiction.
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smoke as countersmoke and to isolate the ~~iective can significantly interfere With the enemy
commander's synchronization.
:Screening smoke. Use screening
smoke to conceal maneuver as you
move to new positions; conceal the
force as you bypass, breach, or
cross obstacles or small pockets of
resistance in counterattack or spoiling attack; along the flanks to
protect the force; and in the rear to
conceal disposition and composition
of reserves. Use self-defense and
generated-smoke means to deliver
smoke across danger areas and to
the flanks of the force to limit
enemy observation and engagement.
Identifying smoke. Use fhe same
technique as in the security force
operations.
.Protecting smoke. If the enemy
has known or suspected directedenergy weapon capability, concealing your force in a blanKet of oil
smoke will attenuate some of the
energy.
Smoke for deception. Use this
smoke to draw attention away from
the main defensive effort and the
counterattack or spoiling attack to
areas of little or no importance.
Use generated-smoke to create
smalI- to large-area smoke away
from the mam body.

.

.
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Reserve

Operations

The primary purpose of the reserves in the defense is to counterattack, to exploit enemy weaknesses,
and to reinforce forward defensive
opera~ions. Use smoke in reserve
operahons toDeny' the enemy information
about the location and strength of
reserve forces.
IConceal movement of reserve forces, allowing the commander to
mass forces unobserved.
Provide tactical surprise, allowing
the commander to seize the initiative and set the terms of combat.
The employment tactics. for smoke
support m reserve operahons
depend on how, when, and where
the commander chooses to use his
reserves. In general, the tactics for

.

.

.
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smoke employment for reserves in a
counterattacK or spoiling attack role
are the same as smoke tactics for
the preparation phase of offensive
operations. For reserve forces in a
reinforcing role, the smoke tactics
are the same as those for security
force operations in the defense.

Rear Operations
We conduct rear operations to
allow the commander freedom of
maneuver and for continuity of
operations, to include continuity of
sustainment functions and command
and control. Use smoke in rear
operations toConceal support forces, facilities,
and activities. Reducing enemy observation reduces the necessity to
move frequently. When necessary,
conceal movement of sUpj)ort forces.
Deny the enemy use onanding
zones and/ or droj) zones.
Isolate enemy forces in the rear
area.
Defeat rear area Threat acquisition efforts and support base,oase
cluster, and rear operations
response to the Threat.
Smoke tactics in rear operations
are also dependent upon the
commander's intent and the threat.
In general, use smoke to attack
enemy target acquisition and engagement efforts when identified. The
smoke employment tactics are
similar to those for a hasty attack.
Figure 10, on the next page, illustrates smoke use in rear area
operations.

.

.
.
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Example
The following example depicts a
mechanized inIantry neavy brigade
conductinJ; the movement to contact. The Brigade is the 2d Brigade,
54th Infantry Division (M). Smoke
delivery means include the direct
support artillery battalion, battalion
mortars, smoke generator platoon,
VEESS, smoke pots, smoke
grenades, and aviation assets oncall. 2d Brigade will defend in sector, commencing at H-hour. The
commander's intent is to force the

enemy to deploy prematurely, seize
the initiative, and conduct local
counterattacks to destroy the enemy
force.
Intelligence indicates the enemy is
the 1st Guard Motorized Rifle
Division, 2d Combined Arms Army,
which relieved another motorized
rifle division and is conducting a
meeting engagement from the march.
The enemy is marching by re~iments,
with three rrgiments In fronf and a
combined arms reserve instead of a
second echelon. Terrain is fairly
open to the west of Hill26s but is
restricted to the east of Hill 352. The
enemy has excellent ovservation and
v

fields offire from both hills.
At If - 4Shours, the commander issues the restated mission and his
planninK guidance. The bri~ade
chemical officer, 52, and FSO go to
the intelligence cell and begin target
development.
The briKade chemical officer has

completea his estimate at H

-
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hours and provides a draft target list
to the F50. While the brigade chemical officer briefs the commander, the
brigade chemical NCO continues
smoke target analysis in coordination
with the smoke platoon leader.
At H -36 hours, the brigade chemical officer, F50, and smoKe platoon
leader finalize the smoke support
plan. This includes a draft smoke
support annex to the briRade OPORD.
At H -33 hours, the vriRade commander approves thefinafOPORD.
The brigade commander and staff
issue tFie order to the commanders
and specialty unit leaders.
Three hours later, the smoke
platoon makes smoke to conceal
obstacle emp,lacement.

At H - 24 hours, thebrigadechemi-

cal officer finalizes smoke sUfJport
coordination with all units. This includes coordination with adjacent
units that might be affected by smoke
if the wind shifts.
At H - 20 hours, the bri~ade chemical NCO verjfies with theT5cell that
the additional smoke munitions for
the artillery and mortars are on hand
and preposltioned.
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allow the security force to disenf{age.
The smoke platoon makes smoKe at
the battle hand over line to conceal
the rearward passage of lines.
At H-hour, aviatlOn reconnaissance
identifies elements of the division
main body entering the brigade area
of operatlOns. The security force has
done its fob and forced the enemy to
deplo}j along the western approach,
avoiaing the high ground on Hill
At H - 8 hours, the security force
352. The artil e begins tofire on
the flanks and orward elements of
identifies elements of the enemy' FSE
moving into the brigade area of
the enemy A and main body. The
operatlOns. Aviation and artillery asmortars Begin to fire on the flanks
At H - 12 hours, the security force
and forward elements of the enemy
sets mark targets with WP for attack
encounters enemy reconnaissance asFSE. Both use a mixture of HE and
sets. Based on the commander's
by' CAS aircraft.
Thesecurity force, at H - 6 hours,
WP. This will isolate the enemy fordecision support template, the DS arces
and serve as good reference
tillery battalion begins to fire a mixidentifies elements of the enemy' AG
points for adjusting indirect and
moving into the brigade area 6f
ture 'of HE and smoke (HC) onto
operatlOns. The smOke platoon stops
direct tire.
identified targets. Mortars moving
At F1 + 30 minutes, the enemy
with the security force also fire a mixsmoke at the obstacle emplacement.
At H - 2 hours, the securityJorce
main body has entered the engageture of HE and smoke (WP) between
ment area. Our indirect fire has
begins to withdraw. Security force
the securit1f force and the reconnaismortars fire HE and WP mix to
caused attrition to their FSE and A G
sance assefs. This will deny the
and forced the main
FE8A
body into our strength.
The brif{ade commander
now oraers the artillery
E
tofire FASCAM mixed
wIth HC behind the
engagement area to delay
remJ~rcements and to isolate the main body for
destruction.
At H + 1 hour, the
direct fire fight has
begun. ArlilTe!y fire
switch to HE and HC
mix. Mortars fire HE
onto the enemy and WP
onto the flanks. Our
GSR teams pass target
acquisition mformafion
to the TOW sections of
each company. Our forces use thermal sights to
acquire and engage the
enemy, who cannot see
throuf{h the smoke.
By H + 2 hours, the
-FEBA
enemy commander is unable to maintain his
Figure 10. This example of smoke employment in rearoperations uses large-areasmoke
momentum and begins
clouds to conceal support activities from enemy RSTA efforts. A dummy BSA also has
to withdraw.
enemy information and confuse them
as to the location and disposition of
our force.
Tl1irty minutes later, the security
force engaf{es the enemy reconnaissance wItn direct fire weapons. Artillery and mortar fire shift to behind
the enemy' reconnaissance force. This
shifting of/ire silhouettes the enemy,
isolates the enemy, and prevents
obscuration of our own direct fire

The brigade chemical officer
receives a brief back from the smoke
platoon leader and assistant 53
(operations) officer at H -18 hours.
These officers verify rehearsals in the
smoke platoon ana maneuver units
(for on-board smoke use). The
PScell and chemical cell also check
communications circuits at this time.
At H -15 hours, aviation reconnaissance spots enem1fdivisional reconnaissance assets. Helicopter-delivered
rockets mark this enemy element for
destruction by CAS aircraft.
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smoke rupport to complicate enemy intelligence gathering and to make our deception plan
more believable. If enemy forces penetrate to our rear area, a mixture of HE and UP will
delay their movement and mark them for destruction by responding forces.
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